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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A major thrust in educational research has been an ernphasi5. __ on 

the teaching-learning process. Basically, this research has included 

studies concerned with comparisons of various inst:rumental methodologies 

and pupil achievement (Russell and Fea, 1963), treacher cha.racteristics 

and teaching effectiveness (Getzels and Ja-ckson, 1963), and teacher be

haviors as related to pupil achievement (Withall and Lewis, 1963). How

ever, recent research and literature in the field of elementary educa

tion reveals a concern for the humanizing factor in the educational 

process. 

This more recent inquiry centers around teacher expectancy studies 

(Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968; Davidson and Lang, 1960), interpersonal 

relationship studies (Rodgers, 1962; Combs, 1970), and learning climate 

studies (Anderson, 1967; Sinclair, 1968) .- It appears that elementary 

school systems are, in many ways, developed and maintained by teachers 

~md principals. These are the personnel who- set up and control in some 

manner the physical, the social, and t:he psychological environments 

which possibly effect in some manner the academic and emotional perform

ance or growth of students (Davidson anti Lang, 1960). Certainlyll it is 

within the school and classroom s_ocial systems that teachers and pupils 

act, react, interact, and possibly transact. It is also here that ··

effective teacher leadership along with environmental conditions become 
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of collective, interactive importance in developing a climate conducive 

to fostering desirable growth. 

Essentially, all teachers have gone through teacher training 

curriculums which have great similarity, yet teaching behavior and 

learning climates from classroom to classroom seem to possess a high 

degree of variability (Rogan, 1953). What might affect these differ,-

ences is a research question of great magnitude. Is one of the major 

factors influencing students' perceptions of t~e educational environ· 

ment the teacher's basic philosophy about the nature of man? 

Justification for the Study 

This research study will be an attempt to ascertain or analyze 

the possible relationships existing be_tween elementary sc;_:hool teacher's 

philosophy of human nature (PHN) and the perceived educational environ-

ment of elementary school students. 

The behavior of teachers, including the things they do 
with, to, or for children, is dependent upon their beliefs 
about the nature of children. The goals they seek, the 
judgments they make, and even the experiments ~hey are 
willing to try are influenced by their beliefs about the very 
nature of man and his capacities. The beliefs they hold 
about people can restrict or enhance potentially great and new 
possibilities never dreamed of before. They mean the di_ffer
ence between teachers who believe that children "can'', and 
wil 1 try to teach them,. a_nd those __ who believe children are 
"unable", and give up trying. No beliefs will be more 
important to education t):,.an those that teachers hold about 
the nature of man and the limits of his potentials 
(A.s.c.n., 1962). 

A study by Davidson and Lang (1960) bears out the relation of 

children I s perceptions of their teacher's feelihgs and t-he self-image 

possessed by the children. 

The children's perceptions of the teache:r 1.s fee-lings toward 
them correlated positively and significantly with self-per 
ception. The child with j:he more favorable sel:f,.image is 
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the one who more likely than not pe:t'ceived his teacher's 
feelings toward him more favo:r::_~bly. Also the .more posi..J:ive 
the children's perceptions of the -~e:acher' s feel:ings, the 
better was their academic achievement and t·he more desirable 
their classroom behavior- as r~ted by the teachers. 

Thus it appears that tea6hers' beliefs and attitudes about the 

nature of c;:hildren do indeed affect the child's perceptions of not only 

school environment but also of;himself. Perceptions, and subsequently 

learning and behavior, are products of the environments of that indi-

vidual, and how any person behaves at a given moment is a direct ex-

press:i,on:. of the way hi~ environment seems to him at that moment. 

Research studies in the pli_~t _c!_e~ad~ indic;:,_at~ on.e variable most 

closely related to children I s lea'.t:Ilit].g is the _teo1icher_. The kind of 

educational environment existing in our __ elementa.ry schools is deter-

mined largely by teachers. Children's interacti-ons with their en .. 

vironment, their behavior and all the things they do to learn are 

products of their perceptions of that environment. Behavior may be 

viewed as a function of the transactional relationship between the 

individual and his environment (A.s.c.n.-, -1-%·2};,··'l'ne·::env:i;rcrnm.ent is 

recognized as a complex system of situational determinants (social, 

~~ 

physical, anc;l intellectual) that exert an influence upon participating 

individuals (Bloom, 1964). Kelley and Rasey (i9:S2) in the book 

Ed9cation and_ the_ Nature of ~,· m.""ke a similar point, Thrgugh his 

perceptions, man's exper:(.ences with his envi:r,:o.nment are continuously 

·-

building him into·what he :i,s to become. "Man's surroundings then, 

become important in that they~ are the stuff ·out · of which he is built•• 

(Kelley and RSisey, 1952). T~lit:~ature· of Humanistic Psychology .con-

tinually expresses the importance of the relationship between how 

people (teachers) feel about the natt.tre .of man ,;ind their interpersonal 
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behavior with him (the child). With learning viewed as a function 

of the student I s perceptions of the ·educational env:ir.oJ;Unent..,-.i. study 

of some possible relationships between the way in which the teacher 

views man and students' perceptions of the educational.environment 

seems vital• 

Statement of the Problem 

The central problem of this study is to determine if the philoso-

phy of human nature possessed by elementary school teachers is related 

to elementary school student's perception of the educational environ-· 

ment. 

This study proposes to establish a basis for the testing of the 

following null hypotheses: 

Hypothesis I 

There is no relat:i,onship between the phildsophy. of human 

nature possessed by elementary sch<7ol teachers :and elementary 

:,chool students' perceptions of the educatio!n environment. 

Hypothesis II 

There is no significant relationship between the Trust-

worthiness scores of elementary school teachers on the 

Philosophy of Human Nature Scale and elementary school 

students' scores on the environmental variables of the 

Elementary School Environment Survey. 



Hyeothesis III 

There is no significant relationship between the Strength of 

Will and Rationality scor~s of elementary school teachers on 

the PHN scale and elementary school students' scores on the 

environmental variables of the ESES. 

Hypothesis IV 

There is no significant relationship between the Altruism 

scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN scale and 

elementary school students' scores on the environmental 

variables of the ESES. 

Hypothesis V 

There is no significant relationship between the Independence 

scores of elementary school teachers an the PHN scale and 

elementary school students' scores on the environmental 

variables of the ESES. 

Hy{?othesis VI 

There is no iiignificant relatiom;hip between the Simplicity 

and Understandability see-res of elementary school teachers 

on the PHN scale and elementary school students 1 scores on 

the environmental variable of the ESES. 

~· 

Hypothesis Vll 

There is no significant relationship between the Similarity 

5 
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scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN scale 

and elementary school students' scores on the environmental 

variables of the ESES. 

Definition of Terms 

The following definitions of terms are used for this study. 

Philosophy of Human Nature--Philosophy of human nature is opera~ 

tionally defined by Wrightsman' s Philosophy of Human Nature Scah (1964). 

It is measure of a person's beliefs about human nature and, specificall); 

his beliefs about the interpersonal aspects of human nature. 

The six dimensions* or subscales are; 

(1) Trustworthiness vs. Untrustworthiness 

(2) Altruism vs. Selfishness 

(3) Strength of Will and Rationality vs. Lack of Will 

and Irrationality 

(4) Independence vs. Conformity 

(5) Simplicity vs. Complexity 

(6) Similarity (between people) vs, Variability (between people) 

The scores on the first four dimensions may be summed to give 

g.eneral f avorabil ity of Human Nature scores with which this study will 

be primarily concerned. 

Educational Environment--is defined as the conditions, forces, and 

external stimuli or situational determinants which foster the develop

ment of individual characteristics. The environment can be described 

according to the participants 1 perceptions of these determinants or 

*These dimensions are further defined in Chapter III. 



probable stimuli. 

Educational Environment Variables--are defined as five dimensions 

which describe some of the reality that exi.sts in elementary schools. 

The dimensions are Practical'ity, Community, Awareness, :Prop-r-iety, and 

Scholarship. These five dimensions as defined below are taken from 

Robert L. Sinclair's dissertation (Sinclair, 1968). 
t 

Practicality'."'-The statements in this variable suggest a practical 

instrumental emphasis in the environment. 

Procedures, personal status, and pra~Eical benefits are 
important. Status is gained by knowing the right people-, 
being in the right groups and doing what is expected. Order 
and supervision are characteristics of the administration and 
the classwork. Good fun, school spirit and student leadership 
in school social activities ire evident (Sinclair, 1968). 

;.sf. 

Community--A friendly, cohesive, group-oriented scli.66r'Tffe is 

characterized by the combinati-0n of statements in. this dimension. 

The environment is supportive and sympathetic, There is a 
feeling of group welfare and group loyalty which encompasses 
the school as a whole. The school is a community. It has 
a congenial atmosphere (Sinclair, 1968). 

Awareness--The items in this variable seem to reflect a concern 

and emphasis upon three sorts of meaning-.,personal, poetic, and 

political. 

An emphasis upon self-understanding, reflectiveness, 
and identity suggest the search for personal meaning. A 
wide range of opportunities for creative and-appreciate 
relationships to painting, music, drama, poetry, sculpture, 
and architecture suggests the search for poet.ic meaning. A 
concern about events around the world,the welfare of mankind, 
and the present and future condition of man suggests the 
search for political meaning and idealistic commitment. What 
seems to be evident in this sort of environment is a stress 
of awareness-an awareness of self, of society, and of 
esthetic stimuli (Sinclair, 1968). 

Propiriet:y--An environment that is polite and considerate is 

suggested by the statements in this dimension. 

7 



Caution and thoughtfulness are evident. Group 
standards of decor.um are important. · On the negative 
side, one can describe ·propriety as the absence o·f demon
strative, assertive, re;a-ellious, risk ... taking, inconsiderate 
behavior (Sinclair, 1968). 

Scholarship--The items in this variable describe an academic, 

scholarly environment. 

The emphasis is upon competitively high academic 
achievement and a serious interest in scholarship. The 
pursuit of knowledge and theories, scientific or philosophi
cal, is carried on rigorously and vigorously. Intellectual 
speculation, and interest in ideas as ideas~ ·knowledge for its 
own sake, and intellectual discipline--all these are character
istic of the environment (Sinclair,· 1968). 

f"Jejor Assumptions 

The following assumptions will apply: 

1) The Philosophy of Human Nature that one hold~ influences his 

behavior in interpersonal relations with other human beings. 

2) Teachers' philosophies of Human Nature are measurable by the 

Philosophies of Human Nature Scale. 

3) The perceptions of individuals living in an environment are a 

yalid source of descriptions of that environment. 

4) Perception and subsequently learning is a function of the 

transactional relationship between the individual and his environment. 

5) Environment is assumed to be made up of perceived aspects 

which constitute probable stimuli for prom.atingyarticular individual 

feelings about the self. 

6) School environments are measurable by the Elementary School 

Environment Survey. 

7) If students agree, by a major:Lty of two or more to one, that 

a statement is true about their school, then that statement is charac-

8 
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teristic of their school. 

8) If a statement is donsidered to be charactei;-istic of a school, 

then it is alsp characteristic of the self-contained classroom in 
l t 

which the student is a participant. 

Limitations 

The following limitations apply: 

1) The sample was taken in a relative small geographical a·i:ea 

of the state, including the Northeaster~ Oklahoma counties of Tulsa, 

~ogers,and Wagoner. 

2) The generalizability of the study is limited to the 

elementary teachers and pupils participating in the study. 
I 

3) The classification of teachers' ·philosophies of human nature 

is limited _to their_PJ{N ·scale scores. 

4) The analysis of pupils' perceptions of the school environment 

is limited to their performance on the Elementary School Environment 

Su1;vey. 

Methodology and Data Analysis 

The following procedures were employed for collection and 

analysis of the data: 

1) The sample consisted of 46 elementary teachers and l,253 

pupils of the fifth and sixth grades in schools .within the Northeastern 
,i 

Oklahoma counties of Tulsa, Roge~s, and Wagoner. 

2) Permission was obtained from the Association of Tulsa County 

School Administrators to do the study. 

3) Building principals, teacher?, and pupils of selected schools 

t .,, 



were notified.. of spec.ific dat.es_ .. and .t.imes .. .when instruments were 

administered, 

4) The investigator. pers.onal ly administerecLthe instruments to 

teachers and pupils. 

5) The Philosophies of Human Nature Scale (W:i:-.ight.sman, 1964) 

was employed t.o determine teachers'. beliefs .. about the nature of man. 

6) The Elementary School Environment Survey (E.SE.S) was adminis

tered to assess the pupils'. perceptions of the school environment. 

10 

7) The statistical technique used indetermining, .. tm:!- s"igriificahce 

of relationships was the point biserial and phi correlation coeffici

ents, 

Format for Succeeding Chapters 

The organizational format for this study is as follows: Chapter I 

dealt with the theoretical foundations underlying and leadin~ to the 

statement of the problem and hypotheses to be tested in the study. 

Chaµter II is a review of selected related literature and research. 

Methodology, procedures and instruments used in the study are presented 

in Chapter .III. Chapter IV contains the statistical treatment and 

analysis of the data. The summary, findings and implications for 

further r~search are set forth in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER II 

STUDIES RELATED TO PHILOSJ)PHY OF HUMAN NATURE 

Introduction 

Human nature is discussed daily and is the source of much cont:ro

versy. Almost everyone has very definite beliefs about the nature of 

man and frequently uses these basic assumptions to explain and desc:i::ibe 

the actions of others. The phrase, ";it is only human nature to do this 

• or that," can be heard almost everywhere. Researchers have re

cently con:i.e to realize that -beliefs about human nature .can be !:lt:J.1died. · 

People's assumptions about the nature of man can be conceptualized and 

measured, and it can be detennined if these beliefs influence behavior 

toward others. 

The study of the Philosophy of Human Nature becomes important 

when one considers the-tremendous implicat;i.ons of these beliefs for be

havior toward others. Recently, social psychologists have abandoned 

their earlier reluctance to study about the nature of man. Lawrence 

S, Wrightsman, a professor at George Peabody College for Teachers, has 

contributed the bulk of the research. Psychologists such as Gordon 

Allport and Nevitt Stanford (1965) have stated their concern and con

viction that psychologists ought to study basic concerns of human 

beings from a combination of both scientific and humanistic viewpoints. 

Wrightsman (1964) developed an instrument for measuring people 1 s 

philosophies of human nature. Since then, researchers have used the 

11 



PHN Scale for the gathering of normative datat.o determipe if the 

instrument can differentiate between various groups of .-people with 

differing p.hiLos.ophical orientations. Much of the following is an 

attempt to review some of this basic research. 

12 

Ashcraft (1963) studied the relationship of general attitudes 

about human nature and behavior of subjects in making judgments of 

specific persons. He hypothesized that subjects possessing attitudes 

which indicated a belief in the variability of human nature woutd re

veal this diversity in their ratings of actual people. He also hy~ 

pothesized that subjects possessing attitudes reflecting a belief in 

the complexity of human nature would demonstrate this in the ways they 

rated specific people in actual situations. One hundred freshman 

girls from George Peabody College for Teachers were used to test the 

hypothesis. The results of this study indicated that ••attitudes 

toward complexity in human nature may be part of the total concept of 

cognitive complexity which can be related to findings of studies in 

other areas of pe:,:ception and discrimination." 

Ligon (1963), in a study designed to examine the relationship be

tween a person's religious background and training and his philosophy 

of human nature, studied 106 college students. Although the corxela= 

tions were not strong, some significant relationships were found. It 

was concluded that participation in religious orientation did influence 

the expectations of students about others. Significant relationships 

were found between humanitarian religious attitudes and favorable 

views of man. Fundamentalistic religious backgrounds showed signifi

cant relationships with less favorable views of man. Among the conclu

sions drawn from the study w~s that 11apparently religious education 
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techniques are not proving effective in help.ing.young. people int;egrate 

.religious. precepts into a functional philosophy of human nature." 

Wrightsman (1964), in an,1,;1£~~2t .. !=e> ,_di.scover. some of the less 

obvious causes of variabil.ity in teacher evaluations given by students, 

confinns the results of the study by Ashcraft. In the study 97 educa-

tion majors were asked to evaluate two of their ip.structors and answer 
... .;.~ ... ~·"···;-,~,. 

attitude and personality measures. Female students tended to have 

more complex views of human nature and likewise differentiated more in 

their evaluations of the two instructors. Students with more simpli-

fied views of human nature operating under the assumptions that human 

nature is relatively simple, .. understandable, and constant from one 

person to the next failed to notice dif-f.ar-enc-es in i-nst.ructo-rs reflect-

.ing disorientation. He also concluded "the person who sees human 

nature .as complicated and hard to understand is more sensitive to the 

nuances of inter-individual differences in behavior." 

Differences in beliefs about human nature are also indicat .. ed by 

studies between occupational groups •. Wrightsman. (1967) in gathering 

normative data for the PHN Scale, gathered data at twenty colleges and 

from nine oc.cupat.ional. groups.. The schools, pr.edominately Southern, 

. did _show __ some. _ _vari.abiLity · in the student ability level and. typ.e of 

environment. Human nature, i..n general,. is seen by the average re-

.. sp.ondent in these studies as IlE!!;f;?E!:r:,goe>_~ .E1.9E ... b.?c:!.LJl1, fact they scored 

general Ly in the neutral range on all four substantive sub scales o There 

were some exceptions to this neutrality, however, with colleges of 

fundamentalist religious orientation and Negro colleges demonstrating 

a more negative view of human nature. 

Some sex differences also appeared. Females consistently show 
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more positive views on the dimensions of trustworthiness·, strength of 

will, altruism, and independence present in human nature. Females also 

demonstrated belief in a more comp.lex natur.e ... of human beings than did 

the males in the studies. 

Of the occupational groups tested, guidance counselors have the 

most favorable vi~ws oif human nature. Their mean scores on general 

favorability, trustworthiness, altruism and independence are all 

! 

higher than the respective means of every unde.rgraduate sampleo Sur-

pr;i.singly though, despite their occupational concern with individual 

differences, the counselors did not see human nc1-ture as extremely 

complex or variable. 

Nottingham (1968) fotmd that family background was related to cer-

tain aspects of philosophy of human nat.ure. In a sample consisting of 

184 female college freshmen as subjects, there was a suggestion of a 

difference between the means scores of different background classifica-

tions on the dimension of Multiplexity. Mean Multiplexity score-s for 

individuals repo:i;-ting themselves as an only or inbetween child were 

higher. than those 1 isting themselves as an olde$t or youngest child. 

When analyzed for the family dimension of total income a significant 

difference between the mean multiplexity scores was also found with 

individuals reporting low or high .. family incomes having the lowest 

multiplexity scores. 

Some studies indicate that the philosophy of human nature held by 

parents helps to structure the relationships they have with their own 

children. Ashcraft (1967) found that students perceptions of parental 

traits differed with the closeness ~f the relationships. Seventy-three 

white undergraduate females were studied in their relation to birth 



order, attitude toward others and trait descriptions of the persons 

they chose to disclose themselves to. Students who saw others as 

trustworthy and independent were found to reveal themselves signifi= 

cantly more to peers than do fir$tborn, who were found to not readily 

confide in either parents or friends. Results indicated that parents 

of students who were positively regarded on a number of traits were 

more likely to receive confidences than those perceived negatively. 

Dertz (1968) found differences among various social work groups 

on attitudes about the nature of man. In the study an attempt was 

15 

made to determine the basic value orientation of people involved in 

social work and to determine whether there were changes in this orienta

tion during an eight-week period of exposure to extreme poverty. 

Wrightsman's philosophy of human nature scale was used (Wrightsman, 

1964a). 

In the study 52 social work students who participated in the 

Manpower for Social Services Head Start Program in the summer of 1958 

were selected. The PHN scores for the other social work students were 

obtained from a sample of 25 students who had completed their first 

year of graduate study at the University of Tennessee School of Social 

Work in Nashville. 

Statistically significant differences were found between the 

program participant group and the student social worker comparison 

group on two variables (Independence and Multiplicity) and between 

the program participant group and professional social worker group 

on three variables (Altruism, positive-negative, and multiplexi.ty) 

indicating that the program participants had a much less favorable 

view of human nature than did the other two groups. 



Statistically significant differences were found between t;he program 

participant group and the guidance coun~elor group on five variables 

(Trustw.orthiness, Altruism, Independence., CompTe~i1±J, and Positive .. 

negative) :i,ndicating.that the counselors viewed hu1nan nature as being 

more positive t;han did the program participants. 

16 

Another study concerned with the views of man held by social 

workers was conducted by Miller (1968). In this study an attempt was 

made to determine if values held by social work graduate students 

differed from those of professional social workers and from those of 

undergraduate .coll.ege students. Again the Philosophi,es of Human Nature 

scale (Wrightsman, 1964a) was used. The sample consisted of 90 

entering graduate students at the University of 'J'ennessee School of 

Social Work from the Knoxville and Nashville chapters. Norms pre .. 

viously established on the PHN variables for undergraduate students 

were utilized. 

On the variables of Trustworthiness, Altruism, Independence, and 

Positive-Negative, statistically significant differences were found 

between the social work student group and the professional social wor~ 

groups. Also within the ·social work student sample, intragroup com

parisons reflec;;ted much homogeneity of values as measured by the PHN 

scale. 

The findings of this study indicated that professional social 

workers viewed human nature as being more positive than did social work 

students; this was felt by th•author to be strongly suggestive that 

professional social work ~ducation influenced value orientation. 

Some of the research seems to indicate that a person I s vi.ew 

about the nature of man is related to attitudes on social issues. 
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Carlson (1966) hypothesized and tested such a relationship through 

the use of a scale containing factors very similar to the theoreti

cal dimensions built into the PHN. "It was found that people with 

high faith in human nature .generally had liberal social atti_tudes, 

but belief in high control (people's success is determined by their 

own efforts) was related to conservative attitudes. 

Nottingham (1968) also investigated the relation$hips between 

the social attitudes of liberalism, conservativism and philosophy of 

human nature. The study was designed to demonstrate differences in 

g.roups generally thought. t.o possess divergent fltheories of people. 0 

"Liberal" and "conservative" groups were select'ed from two campus 

organizations taking extreme positions on civil rights, the Viet Nam 

war, and student activism. While there were no significant differ

ences between means on the subscales of the PHN between the groups, 

there were .s.ignificantl.y g.reater variances in the liberal sample than 

those among the conservative sample.. The author suggested the 

possibility that this indicated a higher tolerance for deviancy 

within the liberal group~ The prop~sition was also set forth by the 

author that analysis of the data indicated that, generally, the 

Liberal and conservative subjects appeared to have substantially more 

neg.ative beliefs about human nature than the general college student 

population at Vanderbilt. 

The social attitude of authoritarianism and its relationship to 

the philosophies of human nature in seminary students and counselor 

trainees was examined by Mason (1966). In the study 72 ministerial 

students from five seminaries and 98 counseling students from five 

NDEA Institutes in Guidance and Counseling were administered the-PHN, 

17 
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a social maturity scale and a brief personal information questionnaire. 

The author's examination of the data revealed that while the.re 

; 

were no significant differenc1rr*,(1'etween seminary students and 

counselor trainee.s_ in _their perception of human nature and. tendencies 

to be authoritarian, counselor tx:ainees did perceive man as significant-, 

ly more altruistic on the PHN. Statistical significance again 

appeared in the relationship between negative views of human nature 

and the tendency to be authoritarian. Thus it would appear that the 

views one holds about the riature of man are related to the ways in 

which people relate to each other. 

In a study attempting to assess the relationship between attitude 

change and philosophy of human nature, Wrightsman a.1.1d Cook (1965) en-

g,aged. 25 .. .white females .in a. part,-time work experience with Negroes. 

Each subject worked with a Negro in a three-person group for a month. 

Eleven of the subje.cts became more favorable in their attitudes toward 

Negroes, but the fourteen others did not. In an attempt to determine 

what f.acto.rs were .. related to favorable change, scores on a battery of 

73 measures (given to the subjects prior to their parti~pation in 

the study) were factor anaLyzed •.. (N for the analysis was 177 females.) 

Of the 11 factors, three distinguished between changers and non-

changers.. The most. striking was a factor entitled "positive attitudes 

toward people,.'' as measured by Christie's Machiavellianism scale 9 

Rosenberg's Faith in People scale and W..:c.ightsman's Behavior Insite 

test, which is described as an open-ended mea·sure of philosophies of 

human nature. In examination of a summat.ed factor score for this 

factor, the author reports that while all of the non-changers were be~ 

low the mean only one of the changers was. Thus it was concluded by 
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the author that subjects entering a contact experience with cynical, 

distrusting attitudes toward human nature have a poo:r prQ_gnosis for 

benefit from it. 

In an attempt to determine the effects of a traumatic experience 

on a person's philosaphy of human nature,. Wrightsman and Noble (1965) 

I 

studied student reaction to the assassination of Pres'ident Kennedy. 

Two instruments were administered: 'rh~. PIIN. S.cale, and ___ .a __ _questionnaire 

to assess one's agreements with the President's policies and the 

extent of one's reaction to his assassination. Thirty college students 

who had answered the PHN Scale 14 months earlier retook the scale 

along with t.he questionnaire. •.. 11.n the results of this study Wrights-

man and Noble concl.uded that while the traumatic exp.erience of the 

President's .assassination did affect students' philo::,ophies of human 

nature, these effects were apparently temporary. They found-that those 

students who agreed with Kennedy.' s policies and who felt _a "great per-

sonal loss" showed less favorable views of human nature at the time of· 

the post.,-assassination testing.. Those les-s-in agreement and less con-

cerned showed no such change~ In the. follow.-,up testing three months 

after.the first retesting the students that had previously showed less 

favorable attitude t.oward human nat.ure came back to their original 

position on the scale. 

In a longitudinal . s.tudy designed to assess the changeability of. 

one's basic ideas about the nat.ure of man, Claxton (1971) examined the 

pre-and post-training PHN' s of 273 educ:1:1,tionally and economically dis~ -

advantaged trainees enrolled in ~ Manpower Development job tra:i-ni.ng 

program. The six-month period of training consisted of occupational 

instruction, basic education, and counseling. 



Results of the study indicated that the PHN levels of all the 

entering trainees were negative in Trust and Altrui.i:im".J2.elow other 

groups in Complexity and Variability, and very positive in Strength 
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of Will. However, significant gains were reported to have ·b-e-en-found 

in Trust and Altruism as a result of the six months training while 

significant decreases were noted in Strength of Will. The author also 

reported that black trainees did not differ from whites on initial 

PHN but they gained less t.han whites in Altruism. 

Contemporary writers such as Rogers, Combs,. Marlow and.-Kelley 

have all expressed the significance of one's basic views about the 

nature of man in structuring the kind and quality of human interactions 

that will develop. Placed into an educational context, this proposi

tion has important implications for the teacher-pupil relationship. 

Kelley and Rasey (1952) point out that the teacher's basic beliefs 

about the nature of man help to define the relationship with his 

students. 

Rogers (1962) stresses the importance of such basic attitudes 

and characteristics of teachers as trust, realness, acceptance and 

empathy. On trust, Rogers comment .. cJ that "it is clear from the experi

ence of Aichoen, Neil 1 :1 or the many individuals "7f!O have cried a 

student centered approach to teaching, that one of the requisites for 

the teacher who would facilitate this type of learning is a profound 

trust in the human organism. If we distrust the human being, then we 

must cram him with information of our own choosing~ lest he go his 

own mistaken way. But if we trust the capacity of the human individual 

for developing his own potentiality, then we can permit. him the oppor·~ 

tunity to choose his own way in this learning." 



It seems that to trust pupils teachers must also possess expecta

tions that students will choose the right alternative when given a 

choice. Teachers must believe that it is their nature to choose to 
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I learn rather than to not learn, and that generally people are able to 

live up to the expectations set for them by others. Merton (1948) 

wrote on the real consequences of defining situations as real. Rosen

thal (1970), in an empirical study of this phenomenon, administered to 

the children of some eighteen classrooms in a lower socioeconomic 

status school a test disguised as one that would predict intellectual 

"blooming." Within each grade level there were three classes composed 

of children with above average ability, average ability and below 

average ability. Approximately 20 percent of these children were 

chosen at random from each classroom to compose the experimental group. 

The teachers of the experimental group were told that these were the 

students who scored significantly higher on the 11 test for :i.ntellectual 

blooming" and that they could expect remarkable gains in intellectual 

competence during the following eight months of school. Now, these 

children had been redefined for the teacher and the difference being 

the experimental and the control groups in the minds of the teac.herso 

At the end of the school yearj eight months later, all of the 

students were again administered the same IQ test, There were signifi

cant differences in the gain score for two groups in two of the three 

sub-categories. While the experimental group showed only slightly 

higher gains in verbal IQ (two points), they scored an average of four 

points higher in total IQ and seven points higher in raising IQ than 

did the control group children. 

It was also interesting to note that even at the end of the school 
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year these children of the experimental group were st:i,l 1 enjoy,i-ng the 

benefits of the redefinition they had been given in the beginning 

as evidenced by the teachers' complimentary description of their class-

room behavior. The children from whom inteilectual growth was expected 

were described by their teacher_s as happy, curious, significantly_more 

interesting and as having a significantly better chance of becoming 

successful in the future. 

The author also reported a tendency for t.he control group children 

to be seen by their teachers as more appeal in& affectionate, and better 

.adjusted with a lower need for soc.ial approval. "In s~q.rt;_, ,.JJie .. ~,c .. b.:!,Jd;re.n. 

from whom intellectual growth was expected became more intellectually 

alive and autonomous or at least were so perceived by their teachers" 

(Rosenthal, 1970). 

In studying the effects of teacher personality traits on pupil 

growth, Washurne and Heil (1960, p. 425) reported: 

One striking positive result of the extreriment has been 
clear evidence t.hat the teacher's personality has a clear and 
measurable effect on the progress of her pupils academically 
and socially-=academically in terms of progress on the 
Stanford Achievement test, socially in terms of growth and 
friendliness and recipiency of friendliness.as me.asured on 
the Ohio Social Acceptance Scale. There appears also to be 
a relationship between the type of teachef and her children 1 s 
emotional adjustment as shown in the children's feelings 
test. 

Even with all the empirical studies that have yielded data ~ccentu-

ating the importance of the teacher with her basic beliefs and charac·-

teristics, in the academic and social growth of children, Combs (1970), 

postulates that teachers do not see themselves as occupylng this same 

role of significance. Combs also takes the position that children learn 

who and what they are from the na_tur_e of their interactions witlf the 

significant. people in their lives and that teachers who deal with 
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children all day long throughout the year are in an excelrent pQ.J,lition 

-
to occupy a role of great sigmficance. However, .the author_reports, 

teachers seem to believe that the children in, theit;' classes have al-

ready been shaped by the people who had them before (pare?ts, cormnunity, 

etc.) ,;tnd there is little or nothing left which they can hope to ab. 

Teachers on the whole simply de;, no~_ feel th.{it tp~.Y~- are s,ignif icant 

people in the lives of children~ 

In summary, with the studies of Wrightsman and others who have 

attempted to ident;ify and measure certain basic beliefs men hold about 

the nature of man, the research has contributed a coni:;iderable amount 

of normative data to the problem of interpersonal aspects of human--

interaction. It seems evident from this review of the literature that 

the basic beliefs one holds about the nature of man comprise a -v-iable 

force in the structuring of the reciprocal interactions among people. 

Stud;i.es Relating to Classroom Environments 

There is considerable research evidence that individual differ-

ences in particular characteristics or behavior are a result, in part, 

' of differences in the environments in which ind~piduals have lived. 

This evidence points out the need for research to measure differences 

in environments with which individuals interact rather than continuing 

to research the sources of variation among individuals. 

Measurement of selected variables in educational environments 

should be of utmost importance to researchers. Environment is identi-

fied by Bloom (1964) as "the conditions, forces, and external stimuli 

which impinge upon the individual. These may be physical, social, as 

well as intellectual forces and conditions," originating from the most 
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irrnnediate social interactions as well as more remote cultu:cal and 

institutional stimuli. Bloom regards one's environment as a force that 

is continual massaging and shaping the individual. 

In identifying some of the variables most responsible for individu-

al differences in general intelligence and school achievement, Blo~m 

identified the following: 

Differences in general intelligence are likely to be related to: 
1. Stimulation provided in the environment for verbal developmento 
2. Extent to which affection and reward are related to verbal 

reasoning accomplishments. 
3. Encouragement of active interaction with problems, explora·

_ tion of the environment, and the learning of new skills. 

Differences in sc;:hool achievement·arelikely related to: 
1. Meaning which education comes to have for one's personal 

advancement and role in society. 
2. Level of education of and value placed on education by the 

significant adults in_the. individual's ljfe. 
3. Extent to which school achievement is reinforced and 

motivated by parents or significant adults in the 
individual's life. 

Ragan (1953) has written with considerable depth about both the 

importance of the school environment and the teacher's role in foster-

ing the kinds of environments tli._at are conducive to learning. He de-

fines environment as "those physical, intellectual, emotional and 

social factors which directly affect living and learning in the class~ 

room. 0 Ragan further states that individual classro.om.s under the 

direction of different,teachers have distinctly different intellectual, 

emotional and social climates. He states it as follows: 

Most of us are familiar with different classroom climates 9. for we 
have visited rooms so lacking in friendli~ess that we call them 
cold and chilly. We have seen stormy rooms too, where the air 
was electric and we felt that a storm was about to break; and 
foggy rooms, where the teacher _and the children were anxious, 
jittery, .and ,mcertain •.. -You feel, after a visit tq such rooms, 
that you li.ave been in a foggy 9 misty, damp atmosphere and you 
are glad to get out into the fresh air again. Then there are 
room~ where you feel that yea- have just walked into a patch of 
warm ; spring sunshine, where the children are happy l' good~·humored, 



and secure as they work. These are rooms in which the children 
find sunny warmth of bei,ng__appreciated fo:i; their own special 
abilities and skills; where the. teac!:ter is serenell patient, and 
happy. These rooms have a temporate climate which is right for 
the optimum growth of the child--a climate in·which the learning 
process flourishes. 

Considered.by many t.o be among the most influential experiments 

on classroom group climate or atmosphere were those by Lewin, Lippitt 
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and White (1939). Investigated were the various effects ~f the differ-

ent types of classroom organization. Democratic~ authoritarian, and 

laissez-faire cliniates were artificially create.~. in different children I s 

groups. Results of the investigation were reported by the authors to 

indicate that higher levels of satisfaction and "group-mindedness" 

along with lower levels of aggression and hostility r,;ere representa= 

tive of the democratic groups. 

White and Lippitt (1962) ll in a study which again examined the 

effects of different types of classroom organizational climates~ 

reported that the quantity of work produced (;be classes were in soap 

carving, model making and other craft activities) was greater in the 

autocratic setting. However, it was also noted that the activity in 

this setting seemed ta require the presence of a leader. When the 

leader left the roam output tended ta drop off indicating that most of 

the motivation was external in origin. Also interesting was the 

report of finding that productivity in the laissez-faire setting, with 

little formal structure and members were free ta do as they pleased, 

tended ta g.a up in the absence of the leader. This finding was attribu-

ted by the authors to an observed tendency far one of the bays to 

assume the leadership role when the adult leader was not presento In 

summary the authors suggested that students may be happier and feel 

mare positive toward the teacher and the other members of the group 
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in a setting. in whh!h t.he adult qcts simp.ly as one of the group, and 

in which decisions are made via. group discussion, but produc.tivity may 

he. g.reat.er. in. the gr.a.up. where the teachers tell them what to do and how 

to do it. It was also concluded, howeve1:, that certain learning tasks 

may be handled most effectively by giving student!:i very little direc-

tion, forcing them t.o organize the situation themselves. 

Rather similar implications to the a_Qove reported studies may be 

drawn from Deutsch's work_ on the use of arti~icially c·reated climates 

characterized as competitive or cooperative (De~~sch,\1949). In his 

--· 
investigation, Deutsch divided two introductory psychology clasE;es at 

M.I.T. into two kinds of.groupings. E"ach group was given an assign-

m.~nt involving mental puzzles, _discussions and _reports on some human 

relations case studies. Evaluation of the project in the cooperative 

.group was done by group with each member of a given group receiving 

the same g.rade as all other members of that group and all members of the 

best group being ex.cused from a. term paper. ___ In the competitive groups, 

individuals were ranked according to their individual contribution, 

gr.:ading w,;is on a curve within g:roups, and the highest ranking indi-

vidual of each g.roup was excused from the term pa;per. 
~-·" 

Results of the exp.e.riment., as in the Lewin studies, were that. the 

cooperation gr.oup.s showed consistently higher coordination in effort, 

attentiveness -and friendline.ss t.oward _each other, alo_ng with a more 

favorable evaluation of the group and its products. There was also 

reported by the author no evid~,~_ce of superior_ output.--in this case 

learning of the content of the coun,e--,nor was there any greater inter.-

est or involvement in the course subject matter by the cooperative 
' 

group. The benefits seem to be in attitudes, interpersonal relations 
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and coordinationo 

Sommer (1968), in a study of the effects of classroom environment 

on student learning, studied one. hundred and forty-four students who 

enrolled in an experimental psychology class. The author found that 

less discussion participation took place in the rooms where the en

vironment was poor because of the students' endeavors to escape the 

poor classroom environments where possible. 

Anderson (1967) investigated the relationship between the emotional 

climate of the classroom and learning. A random sample of s.tudents in 

forty-nine twelfth-grade physics classes from all parts of the country 

were given a classroom climate questionnaire which was correlated with 

the test on understanding science, a physics achievement test~ and the 

Semantic Differential for Science Students. A 25% random sample of 

each class took the classroom climate questionnair,e while a 50% random 

sample tookJ::he other three tests. The author reported that classes 

with high gains in science understanding were perceived by the students 

as containing more friction, strict control 9 personal intimacy, goal 

direction and subservience than classes having low gains. Learning 

situations we.re seen as those having intense interaction between 

teacher and students with the class being well organized and controlled 

by t~e teacher but where students were free to question and learn in a 

relatively informal atmosphere, 

In an investigation of elementary-student attitudes toward 

school and interpersonal conditions in the classroom 9 P.lick (1970) 

gathered data from fourteen Midwestern metropolitan sixth grade class

rooms. The students were administered a sixty-ite111_I,.ikert type atti

tude scale and a "Naming Your Friends" sociometric instrumeJJ,t •. The 



following. hypo.thes.es were test.ed.: 

1. The higher the involvement of a pupil in the classroom 

the more favorable will be his attitude toward schooL 

2. The more "popular" a pupil is in the classroom the more 

favorable will be his attitudes toward schooL 

3. Members of fri~ndship pairs within classrooms will be 

more similar in attitµdes toward school. than the members 

of non-friendship pairs. 
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An analysis of the data showed that attitudes toward .school were 

not related to the extent of friendship involvement but were affected 

in unexpected ways by sex and socioeconomic status. The author also 

reported a positive rel at Lonship between "popularity" and school 

attitudes. Interpersonal attraction an~ similarity of attitudes 

were found to be generally positively.related, particularly for high 

socioeconomic status girls. 

Different grade level groupings for instruction have been studied 

to determine the varying environmental on students. Shouli.n (1967) 

designed a study to assess the effects of the middle school environ

ment as opposed to the elementary school environment on sixth grade 

pupils. The researcher assigned at random 245 sixth graders to middle 

and elementary schools (and to which teachers had also been randomly 

assigned}. The Sequential Test of Educational progress was used to 

determine academic achievement, while Lippitt's Self Concept scale was 

used to measure self concept. 

The author concluded that no significant differences 

were found between academic achievement in the different environments. 

Secondly, that sex interaction was significant for math and science 9 
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Alu,, while no significant differences were found on the self concept 

scale as a result of the epv~ronmen~ there were significant environ~ 

mental effects on ,dating_, :j.nde,;>endence and conformity on the Social 

Behavior Scale. 

Webb (1967) in a study of the perc:;eiyed environmental press of 

sixth grade pupils, reported that the particular school and race more 

than sex or ability level ~ffect perceptions. He found that pupils 

felt a positive press in ar~-as such as intellectual improvement 9 

h_ealth and. phys.ical fitness,:- and civic responsibility while_ feeling no 

press toward moral and spiritual values and a negative·-}Yress away from 

independence. Press also appeared to be higher in schools where pupils 

were taught by teachers of their own race. 

In a study of personality characteristics and classroom climate, 

Walberg (l 967a) came up with. some interesting findings. In the study 

thirty-six male physics ~eachers voluntarily attended a briefing ses-

sion for a new high school phys,ics course and took a battery of per-

s.onality tests before teachimg 2, 000 high school students enrolled in 

the course. The author reports these findings: · 

(1) teachers with needs for de,pendence, power_ order and 
change had formal subservient_ classes with little animosity 
between class members; (2) teachers with needs for inter
action (aggressive and .af.filiative)_had controlled, goal 
directed classes. (Students may feel less personal intimacy 
with each other because the teacher may monopolize affective 
group interaction); and (3) the self-centered t~acher had a 
class that was disorganized, constrained_,- loose in student 
supervision and lower in group status. 

Another research study lending support to the rationale that class-

room climate affects students' pf:!rcept-ions was complete-cl by Walberg 

(1967b), who investigated the relqtionship between the structural and 

affective dimensions of group climate. Using the classroom as the unit 
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of analysis, a 25% random sample of students in seventy-two cla~ses 

from all parts of the country took the classroom climate questionnaire. 

A Chi-square test of relationships between structural and affective 

dimensions was significant at the .001 level. Students who perceived 

the classes as disorganized and stratified also saw themselves as 

alienated, dissatisfied and in conflict with one anoth~r. Significant 

and complex relationships existed between climate mea-sures and learning 

criteria. Stratification and friction climate variatiles pr~dicted 

science understanding while others predicted physics achi$vement and_ 

attitudes toward laboratory work. Groups of climate variables pre-. 

dieted learning better than others. For example, structural variables 

such as isomorphism (the tendency for class members to be treated 

equally) and organization were better predictors than coaction (~ompul

sive restraint or coercion). 

Walberg (1967a) also investigated the relationship- between indi

vidual satisfaction with classJ:-oom climate and learning. In this study 

two-thousand one-hundred high school juniors and seniQ:t:5 ~e .a.sked 

to evaluate the Harvard project physics and experimental course. The 

findings indicated significant and complex relationships existed 

between climate measures and learning criteria. 

In a study of classroom environment and pupil welfare, Kephort 

(1954) looked for a possible rela-tionship betwe.en the color of class

room furnishings and students' achievement. In a study spanning _one 

year, pre and post measures of achievement were taken in two tradition

ally furnished and colored cl"assrooms and were compared with two 

classrooms which had been repainted and refurnished to the design of 

the "coordinated classroom." It was found that s.tudents in the 
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experimental rpoms were superior in achievement and exhibited less 

extraneous body movement. 

In support of the belief that environmental perceptions influence 

behavior is a study by Madsen (-1968) in which he investigated the effect 

of praise, statement of classroom rules, and the ignoring of inappropri-

ate behavior on the interval of in~ppropriate behavior in the class-

room. Madsen found that rules alone exert little effect on classroom 

behavior. Ignoring inappropriate behavior and showing approval for 

appropriate behavior reducen the incidence of inappropriate behavior • 

. Approvl';ll of appropriate behavio.r was seen as the key to effective 

classroom management. 

In a study of the relationship between organizational climate and 

teacher morale, Koplyay (1967) studied al;>0ut three hundred elementary 

school teachers in suburban Chicago schools. The results of this 

study suggest that an "open" climate is associated with schools having 

high morale. 

Sinclair (1968) employed his El'ementary School Environment Survey 

to describe the diversity and similarity. of educational environments in 

selected elementary s_~hools. Attempted in the study was the identifi-

cation of the educational environment of each of several schoo-1-s and the 

analysis of particular differences and patterns of communality exist-

ing among schools in ~he sample. 

According to Sinclair, 

One description of the environment is found in the collective 
perceptions of students participating in the life of the 
school. What the students perceive with a high degree of 
consensus is considered characteristic of the environment, 
and this perceived environment constitutes a stimu-1-us that 
influences student behavior. In this study, not all 
dimensions of school environment are included when describ
ing the perceived atmosphere of elem~ntary schools. Rather, 



the environmental variables selected and measured are those 
thought to have a potential impact on a school's educational 

. ' . 
atmosphere. 

Sinclair defined educational environment as "the conditions, 
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forces and external stimuli which foster the development of individual 

characteristics •. ". Environment is recognized as a "complex system of 

situational determinants that exert an influence upon particip·at.ing 

individuals. 11 These determinants include the factors of social~ 

physical and intellectual significance. 

Another important\ assumption of this conceptual.izatior1- of environ-

ment is that behavior is a function of the transactional relations.hip 

between the individual and his environment .•. This st_udy then considers 

individual characteristics as a product of perceived stimuli in the 

environment. 

The collective perceptions of fifth and sixth grade students 

toward selected environmental variables were compiled on the basis 

of their contrasting demographic features. Sixteen elementary schools 

were selected to par~icipate in the study. 

Among the findi.ngs of the study were~ 1) school environments are 

different when measured along the selected variables, 2) elementary 

schools may be grouped into environmental patterns. For.example, 

Sinclair found sets of schools concerned with _practicality~ somewhat 

scholarly, and more rebellious than proper" Another group, high 

on practicality, differed from the first pattern in that they were 

typically very warm and accepting and having a higher score on 

propriety. 
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Summary 

In summary, this review of the literature on the basic beliefs 

about human nature that people hold reveals the important role they 

play in the day-to-day interactions of people. It is these beliefs 

that influence behavior and set the guidelines for personal inter-

action between human beings. This human interact.ion is a major con-

tributor to the shaping of the perceivable environmental climat~ and 

it is the function of the ESES to mectsure this climateo 

The review of the literature on classroom environment points 

very plainly to not only the conclusion that classrooms do indeed 

differ in their perceived climates, but: that this difference has a 

very profound effect on the degree to which students profit from it 

both cognitively and affectively. 
I 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

Kerlinger (1964) states that, "a research design is the plan, 

structure and strategies of investigation conceived so as to obtain 

answers to research questions_and control variance. 11 This chapter 

contains the plan or overall scheme for the execution of this research 

project from the selection of the sample to the analysis of the datao 

Populatio'n and Sample Se~ect_iol) 

The population was originally defined as the fifth and sixth grade 

students and teachers of the elementary schooJs in Tulsa County; how

ever, when one of the school systems declined to participate, the 

researcher was forced to go outside the County. The final pop1,.1lation 

and sample consisted of forty six-teachers and one thousand two hundred 

and fifty-three fifth and sixth grade students from selected elementary 

schools within the NortheasternOklahoma co1,.1nties of Tulsa, Rogers and 

Wagoner. 

Although the research sample contained several elementary schools 

comparable to urban schools in numbers of students, teachers, special 

personnel and organizati.onal structure, it is not known what possible 

effect the exclusibn of the urban school sample may have had on the 
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character of the data. The final sample contained elementary schools 

with a variety of characteristics. They range from. . .smaller schools 

(under two hundred students) to schools with over six hundred pupils. 

The communities vary from predominately rural settings to suburban in 

close proximity to a large urban center. Also included are schools 

from a wide range of socioeconomic settings. 
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Only selected were those schools_which had an organizational de

s.ig.n .of a,e1f co.ntained or homeroom classroom situat.ions. It was the 

opinion of the researcher that only in organizational designs where 

one teacher had the class for a considerable portion of the school day 

could there develop relationships between the teacher's basic views 

on the nature of man and students' perceptions of the school environ-

ment. 

Data Collection 

Upon selection of the schools to be included in the sample, per

mission was gained from the superintendent of each school district to 

conduct the study. Where nece-ssary, copies of the instrument were sent 

to the superintendent for examination and approval. 

After securing permission from the _superintendent j each building 

principal was contacted whereupon the date, time, and specific details 

for the administering of the questionnaires were agreed upon. The re~ 

searcher and one assistant administered the instruments to each teacher 

and classroom in the sample. The time period of data coilection in 

the fourteen participating schools was between March 16 and April 7, 

1972. 

In the process of adminis-tering the instrument-s, e-ach-teacher and 



student g.roup was first of all assured of the anonymity of their re

sponses. It waa e.Jqir.e.s.se.d . .ver.y .. s.trong.ly thaLuo .individual teacher, 

pupil or school district would be identified in the. final report of 

the study. The instructions to students included the following: 

(1) .This instrument is not a test, it is a questionnaire Ol'.' 

opinionnaire. 

(2) There are no right or wrong answers. 

(3) We are interested in your ideas about the type of school 

this is. 

(4) You have spent a lot of time in your school. You have 

played on its playgrounds and studied in its classrooms and you know a 

lot abqut your school. 

('5) We are asking you to be a reporter and tell your thoughts 

about your school. 

(6) Some of the statements you rea,c:l may be "true" part of the 

time and "false" part of the time but we want y.ou to decide which way 

it is most of the time and mark the answer sheet accordingly. 
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(7) There may also.be a few statements that do not apply directly 

to your particular school situation, for example, item number seventeen 

says that many students like to stay around after school gets out., and 

you may be a bus student as most all of the students may ride busses 

and have to leave as soon as school is out. If this should be the 

c.a.se,. we want ypu to answer as to what you think most children would 

do if they had the opportunity. 

(8) When you have completed your answer sheet, please place it 

upside dowp in front ~f you and sit quietly until everyone finishes and 

we take them up~ 
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. Re·sponses were obtained from all teachers and with only few ex-

ceptions all children within each classroom group. There was one 

occasion where two children were called from the group to take part in 

special classes. 

Analysis of Data 

Responses on the answer £heets to the questionnaires were punched 

on IBM cards and were scored by G.Omputer tising the scor:j.ng programs 

adopted from the scoring instructions that were provided by the 

authors of the instruments used .• 

With the assumption that one of the two variables (PHN) was a 

genuine diachotomy (final score yields total positive of negative 

views of human nature), a point biserial correlation coefficient was 

the statistical technique employed to test the hypotheses. The follow-

ing formula for computation of the correlation coefficient was employed 

(Guilford, 1965)= 

M - M p q 
+ p9 

whare: r b. = point biserial p l 

M 
p 

M 
q 

p 

q 

+ 

= mean of X values for the higher group of the dichoto
mized variable, the one'having more of the ability or 
attitude on which the sample is divided into two 
subgroups. 

= mean of X value for the lower group. 

= proportion of the cases in the higher group. 

= proportion of the cases in thelower group. 

= standard deviation of the total sample in the 
continuously measured variable,X. 

ln the final report of this study, the conclusions drawn are based 
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on the signifi1rance of correlations between teachers' scores on the 

PHN and pupils' scores on the ESES. Analyses were concerned with the 

relationships between (1) teachers' scores on the substantive scales 

of the first four dimensions of ehe 'PHN and pupils.' 'scores on each 

variable of the ESES; (2).teachers' scores. on each subscale of the PHN 

and students I scores on each variable of the ESES; (3) teacher·$' scores . . 

on the Multiplexity dimension of the I'_~ and student:. scores on .each 

var.iable of the ESES. 

Becau·se of the difficulty in determining the exact nature of the 

variables on the ESES (whether they were continuous or genuinely 

dichotomous), a phi coefficient for measuring correlations between two 

dichotomous distributions was also computed (Gilford, 1965). The 

results of this statistical treatment are presented in the supplemental 

analysis. 

Instrumentation 

Philosophies of Human Nature Scale 

The PHN Scale attempts to measure a person's belief~ about the 

interpersonal aspects of human nature. Conceptualization of the six 

.dimensions of human nature followed .a survey of writings in philosophy, 

religion and the social sciences.. The dimensions are~ 

(A) Trustworthiness vs. Untru.stworthiness. This sub scale 

measures the extent ... to which people are seen as trust-

worthy, moral and ethical. 

(b) Strength of Will and Rational_ity vs. Lack o.f Will and 

Irrationality~ This subscale measures the extent to which 
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people are viewed as being able to understand themselves 

and able to change their outcomes by their ORn wilCpower. 

(C) Altruism vs. Selfishness. Thi-s---subscale measures the extent 

to which people al'.je. seen as being unselfish and s:l:.nce'.t'e"ly 

interested in helping other people. 

(D) IndeBendence vs. Conf0c:r:ini·ty. This sub.s.i;ale measures the 

extent to which 'individuals ar:e viewed. a,(?_ being aql_e to 

withstand pressures to conform. 

(Ei) Simplicity and Understandable vs. Comple,1dty and Non-under

standable. This subscale cuts across the first :(c:>ur dimen-

sions and measures the extent co which people are seen as 

compl,ex and hard to understand or simple and easy to under-

stand. 

(F) Similarity (between people) vs. Variability (between people). 

This subscale also cuts across the first four dimensions and 

measures the extent to which basic nature is seen as differ-

ent in individuals and the basic changeability of human 

nature. 

The scale consists of eighty-four i.tems with fourteen related to. 

each dimension or subscale. Responses to each s..tatement are made on a 

five.-point · Likert'.'"type ~cale. A sample of the instrument is included 

in· the appendix under: instruments. 

Reliability 

Split-half reliability was determined by testin8 groups of one 

hundred graduate and one hundr,ed undergraduate students. 

Reliability was calculated for. each subscale· by dividing the scale 
' . 
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into halves, determining the subjects' scores for each half and corre-

lating the half-:-scores applying the Spearman"."Brown Prophe-c-y Formula-.-

The split-half reliability coefficients for male and female under-

graduates were all above .60 with nine of..the __ t.we.lve.above •. 70. 

Test-retest reliabilities of the subscales were determined by two 

testings, with a three-month time interval, of a group of thi.rty fresh

man girls. The test-retest reliability coefficients for each of the 

six dimensions were: Trustworthiness, • 74; Altruism, .83, Independence, 

.75; Strength 9f Will and Rationality, .05; Complexity, .52; and Varia-

bility, .84. A general favorability toward human nature was determined 

by sunnnation of the scor~s on the first ~our subscales and yielded a 

reliability of .9b:(Wrightsman, 1964). 

Validity 

.correlation with other attitude scales in the same conceptual area 

was the procedure used for validatirig the PHN Scale. Wrightsman found 

negative correlations ranging from .39 to .75 between the PHN and· 

"Faith-in-People" Scale, which measures a positive_yiew of human nature .• 

In other studies designed to tes.t the validity and reliability of 

the instrument, Wrightsman found that: 

The relationships among the first four subscales indicate that 
there is something conunon to the first four dimensions, as 
each of these six correlations is positive, ab.ove 030 and 
significantly.different from zero. The htghest correlations 
are among Trustworthiness, Altruism and Independence; these 
range from .61 to .69, _close in degree to the reliabifity 
coefficients fov these subscales. Correlations between these 
variables and Strength of ·Wili are appreciably.lower, in the 
30 1 s. This seems to indicate that there is a common thread 
running through these four dimensions, a general belief that 
man is good or evil, which reflects J.tself in some degree in 
performance on each subscale. It is possible that a particular 
item on one of these subscales might show equally high corre
lation with another subscale_. The use ·of a sununary score for 



these four subscales seems defensible'as a measure of general 
evaluative orientation toward human nature, which may see 
man as good, as evil or neither (Walberg, 1967), 

The Elementary School Environment Survey 

The Elementary School Environment Survey was crea_!:::ed by Oro 

Robert Sinclair from the College and Univer.sity Environment ·scales 

(CUES) developed by Pace (1965)0 
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There are two forms of the ESES instrument, each composed of forty 

statements about the instruction, curricula,rules and regulations, 

teachers, students and other features of elementary school lifeo These 

statements are used to describe the environment as the students per~ 

ceive it. There are statements for each of five variableso The 

variables are: 

(a) Practicality. This variable sugg~sts a practical, 

instrumental emphasis in the school environment; 

procedures, personal status, and practical benefits 

are important. Status is gained by knowing the right 

people, being in the right groups and doing what is 

expected. Order and supervision are charact!ristic 

of the administration and the classwork. Good fun,, 

school spirit and student leadership in ~chool social 

activities are evident. 

(b) Community. This variable_ reflects a friendly, cohesive, 

group oriented school life.. The environment is seen as 

supportive and sympathetico A feeling of group_ welfare 

and group loyalty ~ncompasses the school as a whole, and 

the school is a community with a congenial atmosphere. 



(c) Awareness. A concern for an emphasis upon three sorts 
I 

of meaning--personal, poetic and politicat-is emphasized 

in this dimension. Self-understanding, reflectiveness, 

and identity suggests the search for personal meaning. 

The quest for poetic meaning is reflected by a wide range 

of opportunities for creative and appreciative relation-

ships to painting, music,- drama, poetry, sculpture af!d 

architecture. Concern about events .around the world_.,_ the 

welfare of mankind-and the present and future condition of 

man suggests the search for __ political meaning and ideal-

istic commitment. A stress on awareness of self, of 

society and of esthetic stimuli was most evident in 

this environment. 

(d) Propriety. This variable suggests an environment that is 

polite and considerate-. Caution and thoughtfulr_1ess are 

evident while group standards of decorum are important. 

Conversely,,this environment may be described as the 
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absence of demonstrative, assertive, rebellious, risk-taking, 

inconsiderate behavior. 

(e) Scholarship. An academic, scholarly environment is 

described by this variable. The emphasis is placed on 

competitively high academic achievement with serious 

interest in scholarship. Intellectual speculation, 

interest in ideas as ideas, knowledge for its own sake 

and intellectual discipline may all be considered as 

characteristic of the environment. 

The instrument consists of forty items -with eight related to each 
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I 
dimension or variable. A sample of ~the instrument is inc·}uded -i-n 

the appendix under insttuments. 

Reliability 

To determine reliability, the variance of the distribution of 

different schpols was computed. Kuder-Richardson reliability estimates 

for the subscale were~ practicality, ... 53; community, .81; --awareness, 
\ 

.85; propriety, .86; and schol-arship, .54, 

Validity 

In an analysis by Pace ef the psychometric properties of the 
'h. 
·",( 

College and University Environment Scales, it was found that the con-

tent of the measure is representative of the environment being con-

sidered. The ESES is an adaptation of the instrument us.ed by Pace 

(1965). 

The findings of early testing with the ESES a{so s-upP'ort the rele-

vance of the relationship betw.~en the statern.ents an.c! .. _th_~,..111e.a.sµr;~d en-

vironmental variables. In view of this and the above criteria the 

instrument is judged to have adequate content validity. 

In determining construct validity data correlations-between the 

ESES and Halpin-Croft Organizational Climate scores were run using the 

' Pearson Product~moment formula to test for significanceo Correlations 

significant at or beyond the .05 level were obtained in five of the 

subscale dimensions • 
• 



Sununary 

Chapter III has out-1 ined the strategies and procedures used in 

the sample selection, data collection and analysis. Also reported is 

the instrumentation along with validity and reliability data. 

~-
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND TREATMENT OF DATA 

This chapter presents tabulated results of data obtained from 

investigational procedures described in Chapter III. The format wi 11. 

include the stating of each hypothesis, the presentation of statistical 

treatment, and the results obtained. 

Hypothesis I: There is no significant relationship between the 

philosophy of human nature possessed by elementary school ,teachers and 

elementary school students' perceptions of the education environment. 

The data in Table I represents the analysis of the relationship 

between the PHN scores for teacher groups and students' responses to 

each of the five subscales of the Elementary School Environment Survey. 

Reported are the point biserial correlation coefficients, corresponding 

to values and degrees of freedom for each relationship. Although none 

of the relationships was significant, the students' scores on the 

perceived environmental variable were consistently higher for the 

teacher group expressing positive views of human nature. At score 

of 2.01 or greater was needed for significance at the .05 level. The 

highest t value found was 1.55 (p > .05). Therefore, the null hypot.n.e~ 

sis of no relationship between teachers' scores on the PHN and 

students' scores on the environment variables of the ESES was supported. 
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TABLE I 

RELATIONSHIPS OF POSUIVE-NEGATIVE TEACHER ATTITUDES OF 
HUMAN NATURE AND STUDENTS' SCORES 

ON ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 
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Source Point Biser;i.al df t values 

Positive PHN and Practicality .038 46 00255 

Positive PHN and Community 0.227 46 lo546 

Positive PHN and Awareness 0.141 46 00943 

Positive PHN and Propriety 0.223 46 10516 

Positive PHN and Scholarship 0,016 46 0.106 

*p <. .05 when t .2: 2.014 

Hypothesis II: There is no significant relationship between the 

Trustworthiness scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN scale 

and elementary school students' scores on the environmental variables 

of the ESES 0 

The data in Table II represents the analysis of the relationships 

between the PHN scores for the teacher groups as to positive or nega-

tive views of the trustworthiness of the basic nature of man and 

students' responses on each of the five subscal.es of the Elementary 

School Environment Survey. Reported are the point biserial correlation 

coefficients, corresponding t values and degrees of freedom for each 

relationshi.po A t of 2.01 or greater was needed for significance at 

the .05 level. The highest t value found wa1> l.o228 (p > 005) o There-

fore, the null hypothesis of no relationship between teachersv scores 



on the trustworthiness dimension of the PHN and students' scores on 

the environmental variables of the ESES was supported. 

TABLE II 

RELATIONSHIPS OF' POSITIVE-NEGATIVE T,F,ACHER ATTITUDES OF' 
TRUSTWORTHINESS IN HUMAN NATURE ANb STUDENTS? 

SCORES ON ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 
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Source Point Bi seria 1 df t values 

Trustworthiness and Practicality -0 .158 46 lo063 

Trustworthiness and Community 00182 46 lo228 

Trustworthiness and Awareness -0 .. 043 46 00282 

Trustworthiness and P_ropriety 0.078 46 00522 

Trustworthiness and Scholarship 00121 46 0,809 

"l~p Z 005 when t > 2 001.4 

Hypothesis III~ There is no significant relationship between the 

Strength of Will and Rationality scores of elementary school teachers 

on the PHN scale and elementary school studentsr scores on the environ~ 

mental variables of the ESESo 

The data in Table III. represents the analysis of the relation-

ships between the PHN scores for the teacher groups on the extent to 

which the basic nature of man is characterized by strength of will 

and rationality and students' responses on each of the five subscales 

of the Elementary School Environment Survey. Reported are the point 
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biserial correlation coefficients, corresponding t values and degrees 

of freedom for each relationship. At of 2.01 or greater was needed 

for significance at the 005 levelo The higher t value found was 

1.829 (p:;::,, .05). Therefore, the null hypothesis of no relationship 

between the teachers' scores on the strength of will and rationality 

dimension of the PHN and students' scores on the environmental variables 

of the ESES was supported. 

TABLE III 

RELATIONSHIPS OF POSITIVE TEACHER ATTITUDES ON STRENGTH 
OF WILL AND RATIONALITY IN HUMAN NATURE 

AND STUDENTS' SCORES ON 
ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 

Source Point Biserial df 

Strength of Will & Practicality 0.266 46 

Strength of Will & Connnuni. t y -0 0016 46 

Strength of Will & Awareness 001.37 46 

Strength of Will & Propriety 0.077 46 

Strength of Will & Scholarship o.055 46 

*p Z .05 when t ,2:: 2 .014 

t values 

1.829 

00109 

00914 

0 0 512 

0.363 

Hypothesis IV~ There is no significant relationship between 

the Altruism scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN scale 

and elementary school pupils 1 scores on the environmental variables 
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of the ESES. 

The data in Table IV represents the analysis of the relationships 

between the PHN scores for the teacher groups on the extent to which 

the basic nature of man is viewed as altruistic and students' responses 

on each of the five subscales of the Ele~entary School Environment 

Survey. Reported are the point biserial correlation coefficients, 

corresponding t values and degrees of freedom for each relationshipo 

TABLE IV 

RELATIONSHIPS OF POSITIVE TEACHER ATTITUDES ON ALTRUISM 
IN HUMAN NATURE AND STUDENTS' SCORES 

ON ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 

Source Point Biserial df t v&lues -
Altruism and Practicality -Ool58 46 · 1oo64 

Altruism and Community -00092 46 00614 

Altruism and Awareness 00106 46 0.709 

Altruism and Propriety 00015 46 0.097 

Altruism and Scholarship 0.091 46 00609 

*p .c:::. .05 when t ~ 20014 

A t of 2 .01 or greater was needed for significance at the 005 levelo 

The highest t value found was lo064 (p > .05). There;fore, the null 

hypothesis of no relationship between the teachers' scores on the 
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altruism dimension of the PHN and students' scores on the environmental 

variables of the ESES was supported. 

Hypothesis V: There is no significant relationship between the 

Independence scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN scale 

and elementary school students' scores on the environmental variables 

of the ESES. 

Table V represents the analysis of the relati,onships between the 

PHN scores for the total teacher groups as to the positive or. negative 

views of the independence of the basic nature of man and student re-

sponses on each of the five subscales of the Elementary School Environ-

ment Survey. Reported are the point biserial correlation coefficients, 

corresponding t values and degrees of freedom for each relationship. 

TABLE V 

RELATIONSHIPS OF POSITIVE-NEGATIVE TEACHER ATTITUDES OF 
THE INDEPENDENCE OF HUMAN NATURE AND STUDENTS' 

SCORES ON ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 

Source Point Biserial df 

Independence and Practicality 0.099 46 

Independence and Corrnnuni t y 0.042 46 

Independence and Awareness 0.061 46 

Independence and Propriety 0.258 46 

I,ndependence and Scholarship 0.013 46 

*p <:. .OS when t > 2.014 

t values 

0 .661 

0.282 

0.403 

1.768 

0.085 
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At of 2.01 or greater was needed for significance at the .as level. 

The highest t value found was 1.768 (p >.OS)e Therefore, the null 

hypothesis of no relationship between the teachers' scores on the 

Independence dimension of the PHN and students' scores on the environ

mental variables of the ESES was supported. 

Hypothesis VI~ There is no significant relationship between the 

simplicity and uryderstandability scores of elementary school teachers 

on the PHN scale and elementary school students' scores on the environ

mental variables of the ESES. 

The data in Table VI represents the analysis of the relationships 

between the PHN scores for the total teacher groups on the simplicity 

of the basic nature of man and students' responses on each of the five 

subscales of the Elementary School Environment S1.1rvey. Reported are 

the point biserial correlation coefficients, corresponding t values 

and degrees of freedom for each relationship. At of 2.01 or greater 

was needed for significance at the .05 level. The relationship between 

simplicity and community was significant with a t score of 2 .145 

(p L.. .05). The relationship was negative indicating that as the 

teachers' view of human nature moves toward simplicity and understanda .. 

bility the less likely the class is to view the environment as sup

portive and sympathetic. Therefore:i the null hypothesis of no rela

tionship bet.ween the teachers' scores on the simplicity dimensi.on of the 

PHN and students' scores on the environmental vari.ables of the ESES 

was substantially supported. 

Hypothesis VII~ There is no significant relationship bee.ween the 

similarity scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN scale and 

elementary school students' scores on the environmental variables of 
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the ESES. 

The data in Table VII represents the analysis of the relationships 

between the PHN scores of the total teacher group on the similarity of 

the basic nature of man and students' responses on each of the five 

subscales of the Elementary School Environment Survey. Reported c:1re 

the point biserial correlation coefficients, corresponding t values and 

degrees of freedom for each relationship o A t of 2 aOl or greater was 

needed for significance at the .05 level. The highest t value found 

was 1.021 (p > .OS). Therefore, the null hypothesis of no significant 

relationship between the teachersv scores on the similarity dimension 

of the PHN and studentsv scores on the environmental variables of 

the ESES was supported. 

Source 

Simplici.ty 

Simplicity 

Simplicity 

Simplicity 

Simplicity 

TABLE VI 

RELATIONSHIPS OF TEACHER ATTITUDES OF THE SIMPLICITY 
OF HUMAN NATURE AND STUDENTS' SCORES ON 

ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 

Point Biserial df 

and Practicality 0.097 46 

and Community =00308 46 

and Awareness -00252 46 

and Propriety -0.018 46 

and Scholarship 0.025 46 

'i(p z: .as when t~ 2.014 

t values 

00645 

*2al45 

lo 732 

Oo 120 

00163 



TABLE VII 

RELATIONSHIPS OF TEACHER ATTITUDES OF l'HE SIMILARITY 
OF HUMAN NATURE AND STUDENTS' SCORES ON 

ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 
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Source Point Biserial df t values 

Similarity and Practicality ... o .041 46 0 .271 

Similarity and Community -0.152 46 lo021 

Similarity and Awareness 0.013 46 00084 

Similarity and Propriety -00119 46 o.793 

Similarity and Scholarship -0.061 46 0.404 

*p <. .05 when t 2; 2.014 

Supplemental Analysis 

Any statistical analysis of total scores on a multi-scale i.nstru-

ment involves the risk of masking some possible relationships. Thus, 

an analysis of the individual subscales with consideration of the 

organismic variable of sex was done. 

The two PHN subscale dimensions of simplicity and similarity may 

be combined for a measure of what Wrightsman (1.964a) terms the "Multi- · 

plexity" or onet s beliefs about the individual differences in human 

nature. Potnt biserial correlations between teachers' scores on this 

multiplexity dimension of the PHN scale and the students' scores on 

each subscale of the ESES were computed. 

The data in Table VIII contains the statistically significant 

findings for boys in the supplemental analysis. Listed are the re'i.a~ 
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tionships between the total teacher group scores on the subscaies of 

the PHN and students' responses on the ESES variables. Reported are 

the point biserial correlation coefficients, corresponding t values 

and degrees of freedom for each relationship. With at of 2.01 or 

greater needed for significance at the .05 level, four of the thirty-

five possible relationships would be considered significanto 

TABLE VIII 

RELATIONSHIPS OF TEACHERS' ATTITUDES ON HUt1AN NATURE AND 
BOYS' SCORES ON ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES 

Source Point Biserial df 

Strength of Wi 11 & Conununity -0.302 46 

Independence & Propriety 0.305 46 

Simplicity & Propriety 0.310 46 

Multiplexity & Conununity -0.324 46 

*p .( .05 when t.2:, 2 .014 

t values 

*2ol03 

*2.128 

*2 .160 

*2.271 

Table IX contains the significant findings for girls in the 

,supplemental analysis. Listed are the relationships bet.ween the total 

teacher group scores on variables of the PHN scale and students~ re-

sponses on the ESES variables. Reported are the point bi,seri.a.l corre-

lat.ion coefficients, corresponding t values and degrees of freedom for 

each relationshiR• With at of 2.01 or greater needed for significance .. 
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at the .05 level, two of the thirty-five possible relationships would be 

considered significant. 

Considering the possibility that both the variables of the PHN 

and ESES were genuinely dichotomous, a statistical technique for the 

analysis of natural dichotomies (the phi coefficient) was applied. The 

subsequent analysis yielded two significant .relationships not detected 

by the point biserial technique. 

TABLE IX 

RELATIONSHIPS OF TEACHER ATTITUDES ON HUMAN NATURE 
AND GIRLS' SCORES ON ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES 

Source Point Bi seria 1 df 

Strength of Will and Propriety 0.299 46 

Positive PHN and Propriety 0 .356 46 

*p <. .05 when t 2:, 2 .014 

t values 

The data in Table X represents the significant findings (one for 

boys and one for girls) as a result of the phi coefficient analysis. 

It was noted that both relationships were between teacher attitudes 

and the ESES variable of scholarship~ indicating that the scholarship 

variable may meet the phi coefficient assumption of a genuine dichotomy. 

Reported are the phi correlation coefficients, corresponding chi square 

values and degrees of freedom for each relationship. With a chi. square 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY! FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

This study was a descriptive correlation of elementary school 

teachers' 0 philosophies of human nature and elementary school studentsi 

perceptions of the school environment. The relationships of these vari

ables were studied on a sample consisting of forty six teachers and 

twelve hundred fifty three fifth and sixth grade students from four

teen selected elementary schools in the Northeastern Oklahoma counties 

of Tulsa, Rogers and Wagoner. 

The data collection took place during the spr;i.ng semester of 1972 

between the period of Ma.rch 16 and April 7. The instruments used were 

the Philosophy of Human Nature Scale as developed by Wrightsman and 

the Elementarz School Environment Survey, Fo:r-m A developed by Sinclairo 

To examine for relationships, the point biserial correlation coefficient 

was the major statistical technique used; however, a phi coefficient 

was also run, the results of which are reported in the supplemental 

analysis section of Chapter IV. On all statistical analyses 9 the oOS 

or above level of confidence was demanded for significanceo 

The investigation examined the relationships between the total 

teacher group scores on the PHN and pupi.lst scores (total and boys vso 
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girls) on the ESES Correlations were run between (1) teachers' scores 

on the substantive scales of the first four dimensions of the PHN 

(this assesses teachers' total positive or negative views of human 

nature) and pupils' scores on each variable of the ESES; (2) teac.hers'I 

scores on each subscale of the PHN and students' scores of each vari~ 

able of the ESES; (3) teache:i;-s' scores on the multiplexity dimensions 

of the PHN and students I scores on each variable of the ESESo 

Findings 
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Findings resulting from the statistical analyses of the data were: 

1) Null hypothesis I of no relationship between the philosophy of 

human nature possessed by elementary school teachers and elementary 

school students' perception of the education environment was supportedo 

2) Null hypothesis II of no relationship between the Trustw~rthi

ness scores of elementary school teachers on the PH.N scale and elemen

tary school students' scores on the environmental variables of the ESES 

was supported. 

3) Null hypothesis III of no relationship between the Strength of 

Will and Rationality scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN 

scale and elementary school students~ scores on the envi,ronmental 

variables of the ESES was supportedo 

4) Null hypothesis IV of no relationship between the Altruism 

scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN scale and elementary 

school students' scores on the environmental variables of the ESES 

was supported. 

5) Null hypothesis V of no relationship between the Independence 

scores of elementary school teachers on the PHN scale and elementary 



school students' scores on the environment va,riables of the ESES 

was supported. 

6) Null hypothesis VI of no relationship between the Simplicity 

and Understandability scores of elementary school teachers and ele

mentary students' scores on the environmental variables of the ESES 

was rejected. 

7) NuU hypothesis VII of no relationship between the Similarity 

scores of elementary school teachers and elementary students' scores 

on the environmental variables of the ESES was supported. 

Significant findings not stated in the formal hypotheses but 

appearing in the supplemental analysis of the individual subscales 

with consideration of the organismic variable of sex include the 

foll.owing: 

Statist:i,cally significant relationships between teachers' scores 

on the PHN and boys' scores on the environmental variables of the 

ESES were: 

1) A negative correlation between teachers' views of Strength 

of Will and Rationality and boys perceptions of Community in the 

school environment. 

2) The teacher group's scores on the Independence subscale of t!e 

PHN correlated significantly with boys perceptions of Propriety in 

the school environment. 

3) The teacher group's scores on the Simplicity subscale of the 

PHN correlated significantly with boys' perceptions of Prol?r::i.ety in 

the school environment. 

4) The teacher group's scores on the Similarity subscale of the 

PHN correlated significantly with boys' perceptions of Scholarship in 
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the schoo 1 environment • 

5) The teacher group's scores on the Multiplexity subscale of the 

PHN correlated negatively with boys' perceptions of Community in the 

school environment. 

Statistically significant relationships between teachersv scores 

on the PHN and girls' scores on the environmental variables of the ESES 

were~ 

1) The teach er group I s scores on the strength of wi 11 and 

rationality subscale of the PHN correlated significantly with gi.r:lsi 

perceptions of propriety in the school environment. 

r 
2) The teacher group's scores on the independence subscale of the 

PHN correlated significantly with girls' perceptions of scholarship in 

the school environment. 

3) Positive total PHN scores for the teacher group correlated 

significantly wi.th girls' perceptions of propriety in the school 

environment. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions have been drawn from the findings of 

this study~ 

1) The finding of no relationship between the overall positive or 

negative philosophy of human nature possessed by the teacher and 

students' perceptions of the school environment suggests several plausi~ 

ble conclusions. At first glance the most obvious would be that there 

simply is no relationship. Others would include the possibili.ty of 

intervening variables between the teachers' basic beliefs and students 

perceived classroom climates. In the opinion of the author~ the most 
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plausible conclusion, however, would be that of maskingso Any instru

ment containing a number of subscales increases the potential for 

masking and significance was found on eight of the subscaleso 

2) Teachers' basic beliefs about the Trustwo~thiness of human 

nature bear no relationship to the studentsY perceptions of the school 

environment as measured in this study. 

3) Teachers' attitudes on the Strength of Will and Rationality of 

human nature bear no relationship to studentsV (total group) percep

tions of the school environment as measured by this study. 

4) Teachers' attitudes on the Altruism of human nature bear no 

relationship to students' perceptions of the school environment as 

measured by this study. 

5) Teachers' attitudes on the Independence of human nature bear 

no relationship to students' perceptions of the school env;i.ronment as 

measured by this study. 

6) Teachers' attitudes on the Simplicity and Understandability of 

human nature are significantly related to students' perceptions of the 

school environmerit. The correlation was negative indicating that as 

the teachers' views of human nature moved toward that of simplicity 

and understandability the less likely were students to view the 

classroom environment as supportive and sympathetic. 

7) Teachers' attitudes on the Similarity of human nature bear,· no 

relationship to students' perceptions of the school environment as 

measured by this study. 

Several relationships appeared significant when boys and girls v 

scores were analyzed separately. This would appear to lend support to 

recent research which supplies evidence that boys of the intermediate 



elementary grades are treated somewhat di.fferently and therefore per~ 

ceived their educational experiences differently than do girls~ 

8) Teachers' attitudes on the Strength of Will and Rationality of 

human nature are significantly related to boys r perceptions of the 

school environment. A negative correlation appeared between this 

teacher attitude and boys r perceptions of community in the class 

environment, indicating that as the teachers' views of human nature 

moved toward that of people being able to understand themselves and 

change their outcomes by their own wi 11 power the less likely were 

male students to view the classroom environment as supportive and 

sympathetic. 

9) Teachers' attitudes on the Independence of human nature are 

significantly related to boysi perceptions of propriety in the school 

environment. The correlation indicated that teachers who viewed 

human nature as being able to withstand group pressures tq conformity 

were more likely to have classroom climates perceived by boys as 
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polite and considerate with an emphasis on group decorum. This climate 

may also be described as one with an absence of demonstrative, risk 

taking behavior. 

10) Teachers' attitudes on the Simplicity of human nature a.re 

significantly related to boys' perceptions of propriety i.n the school 

environment. The correlation indicated that as teachersi views of 

human nature moved toward complexity the more likely were male students 

to perceive the classroom environment as polite and considerate with an 

,-emphasis on group decorum. This climate is also described as one wi.t:h 

an absence of demonstrative, risk taking behavior. 

11) Teachers' attitudes on the Similari.ty of human nature are 



significantly related to boys I perceptions of scho larshi.p in the 

school environment. The correlation indicated that as teachers' 

attitudes move towa~d basic differences and variability of human 

nature the more likely were male students to perceive the classroom 

environment as sc;h.olarly. 

12) Teachers' attitudes on the Multiplexity of human nature are 

significantly related to boys' perceptions of connnunity in the school 

environment. l'his correlation was negative indicating that teachers 

who view human nature as more complex are more likely to have class

rooms perceived by boys as less friendly, supportive and sympathetic o 

This correlation seems to contradict the other relationships dealing 

with the complexity of human nature. 

13) Teachers' attitudes on the Strength of Will and Rationality 

of human nature are significantly related to girls' perceptions of 

propriety in the school environmenta This correlation indicates that 

teachers who view people as being able to understand themselves and 

change their outcomes by their own wi 11 power are more likely to have 

class environments perceived by girls as polite and considerate with 

an emphasis on group decorum. This climate is al.so described as one 

with an absence of demonstrative, risk taking behavio:t;'o 

14) Teachers I attitudes on the Independence of human nature are 

s;i..gnificantly related to girls' perceptions of scholarship :i.n the 

school environment. It was concluded from this correlation that 

teachers who view human nature as being able to withstand group pres~, 

sures to conformity are more likely to have classroom climates per~ 

ceived by girls as scholarly. 

15) Teachers' total positive-negative attitudes about the nature 
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of man are significantly related to girls' perceptions of propriety 

in the school environment. It was concluded from this correlation that 

as the teacher group moved toward a positive view of human nature the 

more likely were girls to perceive the classroom environment as polite 

and considerate with an emphasis on group decorum., '.L'his climate is 

also described as one with an absence of demonstrative, risk taking 

behavior. 

Further Considerations 

A major premise of the study was that the basic beliefs and atti

tudes held by teachers about the nature of man would influence their 

interactions with students to the extent that it would be reflected in 

the ways in which students perceived classroom climates. It was ex

pected that there would emerge strong relationships between these 

teacher beliefs and students' perceptions. Surprisingly these rela

tionships did not appear as expected. '.L'here are many possible explana

tions other than that these relationships simply do not exist, some of 

which are as follows. 

All through the data gathering it was evident to the researcher 

that different classrooms differed substantially in their climateso 

Each classroom group seemed unique unto itself with the students differ

ing i.n their response to the researcher~ to the teacher and to each 

other. Although the results of this study did not substantiate this 

observation, one plausible explanation may be that teachers are 

threatened when outsiders make attempts to probe the climate and re.~ 

lati.onships that exist in their classrooms. It was noted by the. author 

that many of the teachers' responses reflected central tendencfes o 



W;i.th a possible range from +3 to -3 on the response sheet, many were 

grouped around the -1 or +1. The total teacher group range in scores 

was reflective of this tendency with a range of only 165 points while 

the possible range was 336 points. It was suspected that although 
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the teachers were assured of the anonymity of their responses, they 

were taking no chances. In many cases they seemed to be answering as 

though the administration were going to read and make judgments on the 

basis of their responses. 

St;udents exemplified some of the same kinds of apprehensive be

haviors about their responses. Many seemed threatened as evidenced 

by such questions as "who will read this? 11 even though they had been 

previously assured of the confidentiality of their responseso They, 

as their teachers, seemed reluctant to "t;rust, 11 thus, probably dis- ·· 

torting the authenticity of their responses. 

Among other explanations worthy of consideration is that teachers 

are able to keep their basic beliefs about the nature of man from ;in

fluencing their interactions with and expectations for students i.n 

the classroom. It may be possible that as a result of the thrust of 

modern teacher training programs and the educational l;i.terature of 

recent years with an emphas;i.s on the humanization of education, in 

practice, the kinds of behaviors teachers exh;i.bit and feel that they 

are expected to exhibit are not very differento 

Another consideration might be that the teacher i.s simply not 

the dominate factor in settling classroom climate for studentso 

Students of this age group may be insensitive to teacher beliefs, 

attitudes and expectations. The peer group at ages 10 through. 12. may 

be an overriding force in determining classroom climate. 
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And finally worthy of consideration is the prospect that in 

this very complex, intangible area of teacher beliefs and students' 

perceptions, we may not at this point in time have instruments and 

techniques sufficiently sophisticated to assess accurately the variable 

under consideration. 

Recommendations 

The relationships that appeared between the different teacher 

beliefs about the basic nature of man and studentsY perceptions of 

the school environments have possible implications for teacher 

training programs, teacher selection processes, pre and post inservice 

and supervisory personnel who may be in positions to influence teacher 

attitudes. Those in positions charged with the res~on5ibility of 

selecting teachers for various teaching positions may want .to conside:r;

and make some attempt at assessing the prospective teachers' beliefs 

and attitudes in the area of human nature. The beliefs held by the 

prospective teacher in this area could serve as one more valuable 

piece of information in determining the probable individual-role 

congruency and subsequent satisfaction and effectiveness of that 

person in the new position. 

Those responsible for the development of progra!llS and the prepa

ration of personnel may want to consider growth experiences dealing 

with ideas about the basic nature of man designed to foster teacher 

beliefs consistent with the desired types of classroom clima.teso 

Based on the finding of this ·study, the following recommendations 

are extended~ 

1) programs or personnel strategies with the goal of creating 



classroom climates characterized as supportive i'!.nd sympathetic (com

munity) would emphasize in their approach the complexity of human 

nature. 
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2) programs or personnel strategies with the goal of creating 

classroom climates perceived by students as polite and considerate 

(propriety) with an emphasis on group decorum would emphasize in their 

approach the independence, complexity, strength of will and rationality 

and general tendency of human nature toward goodness. 

3) programs or personnel strategies with the goal of creating 

classroom climates perceived by students as scholarly would emphasize 

in their approach the Independence and variability of the basic nature 

of man. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

The following recommendations are extended for further investiga-

tion: 

1) Any atteml?t at replication of this research should consider 

methods of securing more orientation time with subjects (teachers and 

pupils) to increase the authenticity of their responses and subse

quently the sensitivity of the instruments. 

2) Future research attempts directed at measuring teachersv 

philosophies of human nature and classroom climates might want to 

investigate the possibility of finding or developing more sensitive 

instruments for measurement. 

3) This study suggests that more research is needed to delineate 

the variables that are related to studentsY perceptions of the class

room and school environments. 
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4) Future research in the area might center on the identification 

of possible intervening variables (such as teacher behavior) and test 

for relationships. 

5) Teacher peer relationships and perceived classrooms climate 

might prove to be a fertile area of classroom climate investigation 9 

6) The investigation of the relationships of the overall school 

environment as perceived by teachers and students' perceptions of 

class environments might prove salient. 

7) Another fertile area for future investigation would be the 

relationships of the philosophies of human nature possessed by the 

school administration (including supervisory personnel) and students v 

perceptions of the school environment. 

One relationship found in the supplemental analysis (between 

the teachers' beliefs about the multiplexity of human nature and boysv 

perceptions of community in the school environment) leaves the author 

with no apparent explanation unless possibly it was due to chanceo 

Further investigation surely seems warranted. 

The very complex area of teacher beliefs and studentsv perceptions 

of their classroom environments surely holds many close relationships 

that help to structure the kinds of learning experiences that take 

place daily in schools. Much work is needed to identify these 

variables and their relationships to each other. No one research 

effort can (nor should it be expected to) answer all the questionso 

One primary objective of this research has been to raise new questions 

salient to this crucial area of importance. 
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PHN Scale*-

This questionnaire is a series of attitude state!Ilents. Each rep:re- • 
sents a commonly held opinion and there are no right or wrong answers. 
You will probably disagree with some items and agree with others. 
We are interested in the extent to which you agree or d!sag:ree with 
matters of opinion. 

Read each statement carefully. Then, on the separate answer sheet, 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree by circling a 
number by the number for each statement. The numbers and their 
meanings are indicated below: 

1£ you agree strongly - circle +3 

If you agree somewhat - circle +2 

If you agree slightly - circle +1 

If you disagree slightly .. circle -1 

If you disagree somewhat - c.ircle -2 

If you disagree strongly - circle -3 

First impressions are usually best in such matters.. Read each state .. 
ment, decide if you agree or disagree and the strength of your opinion, 
and then circle the appropriate number on the answer sheet. Be_ sure --to answer every statement. 

If you find that the numbers to be used in answering do not adequately 
indicate your own opinion, use the one which is closest to the way you 
feel. 

*Permission for the use of this instrument was obtained from the 
author. 
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PHN Scale 

1. Great successes in life, like great artists and inventors, are 
usually motivated by forces they are unaware of, 
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2. Most. students will tell the instructor when he has made a mistake 
in adding up their score, even if he had given them ~ points 
than they deserved. 

3. Most people w:i,.11 change the op1.m.on they e:x:pres:, as a result of 
an onslaught of criticism, evep though they really donit change 
the way they feel. 

4. Most people try to apply the Golden Rule even in today 1 s complex 
society. 

S. A person's reaction to things differs from one situation to 
another. 

6. I find that my first impression of a person is usually correct. 

7. Our success in life is pretty much determined by forces outside 
our own control. 

8. If you give the average person a job to do and leave him to do it, 
he will finish it successfully. 

9, Nowac;lays many people won't make a move until they find out what 
other people think. 

10. Most people do not hesitate to go out of their way to help some~ 
one in trouble. 

11. Different people react to the same situation in different wayso 

12. People can be described accurately by one term, such as ''intro
verted, 11 or "moral, 11 or "~oci,ableo" 

13. Attempts to understand ourselves are usually futile. 

14. People usually tell the truth, even when they know they would 
be better off by lying. 

15 0 The important thing in being successful nowadays i.s not how hard 
you work, but how well you fit in with the crowd. 

16, Most people will act as 11Good Samaritans" if given the oppor
tunity. 

17. Each person's personality is different from the personality of 
every other person. 



18. It I s not hard to understand what reaLly is important to a person 9 

19. There's little one can do to alter his fate in life. 

20. M9st students do not cheat when taking an exam. 

21, The typical student will cheat on a test when everybody else 
does, even though he has a set of ethical standards, 

Make sure that yqu are on the right place on your answer sheet.. You 
should be starting the top of the 2nd coll).1mn now. 

22. "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you". is a motto 
~ost people ~ollaw. 

23, People are q1.,1ite different in their basic interests. 

24. I think I get a good idea of a person's basic natu:i;-e after a 
brief conversation with him. 

25. Most people have little influence over the things that happen to 
them. 

26. Most people are basically honest. 

27. It's a rare person who will go against the crowd, 

28. The typical person is sincerely concerned about the problems of 
others. 

29. People are pretty different from one another in what "makes them 
tick. 11 

30. If I could ask a person three questions about himself (and assum~ 
ing he would answer them honestly), I would know a great deal 
about him. 

31. Most people have an un:i;-ealisti,cally favorable view of their own 
capabilities. 

32 • If you act in good faith with people, almost all of them wi 11 
reciprocate with fairness towards you. 

33. Most people have to rely on someone else to make .their important 
decisions for them. 

34q Most people with a fallout shelter would let their neighbors 
stay in it during a nuclear attack. 

35 9 Often a person's basic personality is altered by such things as 
a religious conversation, psychotherapy, or a charm course. 

36. When I meet a person, I LoQk for one basic characteristic through 
which I try to understand him. 
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37. Most people vote for a political candidate on the basis of un
important characteristics such as his appearance or namej rather 
than because of his stand on the issues. 

38. Most people lead clean, decent lives. 

39. The average person will rarely express his opinion tn a group 
when he sees the others disagree with him. 

40. Most people would stop and help a person who car is disabledo 

41. People are unpredictable in how they' 11 act from one situation 
to another. 

42. Give me a few facts about a person and l' 11 have a good idea of 
whether I 1 11 like him or not. 

Be sure you are at the right £lace on your answer sheet. You should 
be at the top of the 3rd column now. 

43. If a person tries hard enough, he will usually reach his goals 
in life. 

44. People claim they have ethical standards regarding honesty and 
morality, but few people stick to them when the chips are down. 

45. Most people have the courage of their convictions. 

46. The average person is conceited. 

47. People are pretty much alike in their basic interests. 

48. I find that my first impressions of people are frequently wrong. 

49. The average person has an accurate understanding of the reasons 
for his behavior. 

50. If you want people to do a job right, you should explain things 
to them in great detail and supervise them closely, 

51. Most people can make their own decisions, uninfluenced by pubLic 
opinion. 

52. It 1 s only a rare person who would risk his own life and limb to 
help someone else. 

53. People are basically similar in their personalitieso 

54. Some people are too comp Heated for me to figure out o 

55. If people try hard enough, wars can be prevented in the futureo 

56. If most people could get into a movie without paying and be sure 
they were not seen, they would do it. 
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57. It is achievement, rather than popularity with others, that gets 
you ahead nowadays. 

58. It's pathetic to see an unselfish person in today's world be
cause so many people take advantage of him. 

59. If you have a good idea about how several people wiU react to 
a certain situation, you can expect most people to react the 
same way. 

60. I. think you can never really understand the feeiings of other 
people. 

61. The average person is largely the master of his own fateo 
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62. ~ost people are not really honest for a desirable reason; theyvre 
afraid of getting caught. 

63. The average person will stick to his opinion if he thinks he 1 s 
right, even if others disagree. 

Check to see that you are on the right elace on your answer sheeto 
You should be starting the top of the 4th column now. 

64. People pretend to care more about one another than they really do. 

65. Most people are consistent from situation to situation in the way 
they react to things. 

66, You can't accurately describe a person in just a few words. 

67. In a local or national election, most people select a candidate 
rationally and logically. 

68. Most people would tell a lie if they could gain by it o 

69. If a student does not believe in cheating, he will avoid it even 
if he sees many others doing ito 

70. Most people inwardly dislike putting themselves out to help other 
people. 

71. A child who is popular will be popular as an adult, tooo 

72. You canlt classify ev~ryone as good or ba.d. 

73. Most persons have a lot of control over what happens to them in 
life. 

74. Most people would cheat on their income tax if they had a chance, 

75. The person with novel ideas is respected i.n 01,1r societyo 



76. Most people exaggerate their troubles in order ·to get sympathy. 

77. If I can see how a person reacts to one situation, I have a 
good idea of how he will react to other situations, 

78. People are too complex to ever be understood fully. 

79. Most people have a good idea of what their strengths and 
weaknesses are. 

80. Nowadays people commit a lot of crimes and sins that no one 
else ever hears about. 

81. Most people will speak out for what they believe in. 

82. People are usually out for their own good. 

83. When you get right down to it, people are quite alike in 
their emotional makeup. 
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84. People are so complex, it is hard to know what 11 Mq.kes them tick.1 1 _ 
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY (ESES) * 
This Sur11ey Is reprinted by permission of the author 

Instructions To Students 

We are lnteres.ted in your Ideas about the type of achpol 

you go to. You know a lot about the school because as a 
•tudent yo11 have played on Its playground and studied In Its 

clenrooms. We are asking yo'u to be a reporter and tell 

your thoughts about your school. 
Please understand that this Is not • test, and there are 

no right or wrong answers. In fact, we do not even ask your 
name. Wa simply want your honest Ideas· about your school. 

There are 40 'sentences about elementary schools In this 

booklet. You are to mar.k each sentence TRUE or FALSE. 

How To Mark Sentences 

When you think a sentence tells about your. school mark 

that sentence TRUE by fllllng In the first sp~ce on the 
answer sheet. In other words, blacken the first space If you 
think the sentence tails the way things usually are In your 

school, what happens or might happen there, or the way 

people usually act or feel. 
Fiii In the last •pace on the answer sheet If the sentence 

is FALSE or is not the way things usually are in your school. 

is not what happens or might happen there, or is not the way 
people usually act or feel. Each Item shQuld be marked true 

or false. Do not mark the spaces between. 
The following examples show how to mark a sentence: 

If you agree, blacken the space closest 
to the number of the statement. 

s- ::::, ::::: ::::; ::::: 
If you disagree, blacken the space farthest 
from the number of the statement. 

7::::: ::::: ::::: ::::: -

Please mark the follqwlng sample: 
S. Homework In th1s school is very easy. 

S.::::: ::::: ::::: ::,:: .::::: 

Now you are ready to mark each of the 40 sentences in 
the booklet. It is Important· to remember that the sentences 
are about the total schpo/. Think about each sentence care

fully and answer as honestly as you can. -Take your time and 
mark only one, space for each sentence. Make sure all sen

tences are marked. Erase completely any answers you wish 

to l)ha,nge. 
Turn to sentence 1. and find the space on the answer 

sheet for marking this sen!ence. Now you may begin. 

*Permission for the use of this instrument was .obtained from th.e 
author. 



1. Teachers watch the students closely when· they work 
to make sure there are no mistakes. 

2. The attendance roll is called every day in class. 

3. Students often work in small groups of about three or 

four students without the teacher. 

4. Students try to get special favors from the teachers. 

5. Bells ring during the day to tell students what classwork 
to do next. 

6. In this school students usually have to .line up before 
going Into the classroom or leaving the classroom. 

7. The subjects taught here do not help students learn how 
lo solve real problems. 

8. In this school students quickly learn what to do and 
what not to do. · 

9. Most students finish the projects and assignments that 
they start. 

10. Most students here have homework many times during 
the week. 

11. Science Is probably the most important subject In this 
school. 

12. In this school It is easy to pass most subjects without 
working hard. 

13. Most students are happy if they do average work. 

14. When school work gets difficult students study harder. 
15. Most of. the students in this school study a lot so that 

they can get high 'grades. 

16. Most students here do not care much about their school 
work. 

17. Many students like to stay around after school gets out. 

18. Most of the teachers do not care about problems that 
st11dents are having. 

19. Students have many chances to help other students. 

20. In this school students have parties In class to cele-
brate birthdays or other important days. · 

21. Teachers are kind and friendly when they work with 
students. 

Form A-Sc 

22. The students in this school feel like they are one big 
.family. 

23. Many of the students here are unhappy about the 
school. 

24. Students here are often reminded to be care.tu! about 
getting sick. 

25. Many lnte.resting people visit the school to play music or 
to talk about their experiences. 

26. Students often talk about their own personal problems. 

27. Most teachers do not try to get students interested in 
what's going on in the United States. 

28. Many students often talk about what they think is right 
or wrong. 

29. Quite a few of .. the teachers talk to students about con
certs, plays and museums. 

30. Many students talk about traveling to different parts of 
the United States. 

31. In many classes students talk about what they do out· 
side of school. 

32. Social studies is not a very important subject in this 
school. 

33. Students here are very quick to tell teachers about 
things that should be changed. 

34. Students do not pay much attention to school rules 
and regulations. 

35. Things like papei throwing or water fights are not likely 
to happen in this school. 

36. Most students here do not like to get into any kind of 
argument. · 

37. Students almost always wait to be called on before· 
speaking in cl~~~ 

38. This school has a big program of sports or physical 
education activities. 

39. Students sometimes make plans to do something bad 
to the school. 

40. Students do not get any special favors in this school. 

Thank you.tor marking these sentences. 
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II you have attended this school lesa than on1 yHr, -
plea" blacken the 1pace marked O In th• tlret row of 
Identification numbers. II you have attended thla 1chool 
one year or longer, do not blacken any 1pac, In thla 
row. 

Ple1se blacken the O 1pace II you hav1 Form A-Sc.
Blacken the 1 1pac, II you have Form B·Sc. 

YOUR TEACHER WILL TELL YOU THE CORRECT I 
CODE NUMBER FOR YOUR SCHOOL. Write It In the 
square, at Right then· blacken t h , correapr,ndlng 
1pacN. On, IPIC• mu1t b1 blackened for Hoh row. 

Answer Sheet for 

0 I 

0 I 
:::::: 

0 I 

0 -----
0 I 

0 ' 
0 I 

::::: t:::: 
0 I 

::::: :::::i: 
0 I 

0 
:::::: _,. ...... 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY 

Form A·Sc 

and 

Form B-Sc 

Copyrighted 1969 

by 

Robert S!nclair 

I 
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::::~ 

I 
::::~ 

I 
::::: 
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::::i 
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l ·, 

l 
::::: 
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IDENTIFl~ATION NUMBER 
I • • • 1 ....... --·-· ........ -----/ --·-· :, • • • T • • ;::I:: 

):~:: • • • T • • ;:::: 

;,~:: • • • T • • 
,1 • • • T • • 
1:;:: 

::::: 

• • • • ......... .. ..... 
; I • • • T • • 1:::: :a:: 
! I • 0 • T • 1:::: ::.:::: -----
.I • • • T • • ;:::: ::::: 

::L • • • T • • 
1 ::!:: ::!:: 

2 ----- -----
3 ......... ----- ----- -----
4 ....... ----- ----- ----· 
5 ........ ----- .. ....... ----- .. ....... 

6 ......... ----- .. ....... 
7 ......... ----- ......... .. ........ 

8 .......... .......... ----- ----- -----
9 ----- .......... .......... ----- -----

1 0 ----- ----- ----- -----
1 1 :!::: ......... ----· .......... :!:: 

1 2 ......... .......... .. ....... .......... 

1 3 .......... .......... .. ........ .......... -----
1 4 .......... .......... ----- ::::: .. ......... 

1 5 ......... .......... .. ........ .......... .......... 

1 6 .......... .......... .......... .......... ........... 

1 7 ::::: .......... ........... ......... ......... 

1 8 ......... .......... .......... .. ...... 

1 9 .......... .......... .......... .. ........ .......... 

20 ......... .......... .......... .. ........ .. ........ 

2 1 :!::: .......... ......... ........... ::~:: 

22 .......... .......... .......... .. ........ 

23 .......... .......... .......... .. ........ . ........ 
24 .......... .......... ......... .. ........ 

25 .......... .......... ......... .. ........ 

26 .......... .......... .......... .......... ----· 
27 ......... ......... .. ........ ::::: 

28 .......... .......... . ....... ----· ......... 

29 .......... ......... ----- .......... 

30 .......... .......... .. ........ ......... . ...... 
31 :!:: =='== 
32 ......... ·---- .......... ···--
33 .......... ..... -----
34 .......... ........ . ....... 

35 ........ ..... -···· . ...... 
36 ....... ----- . ..... 
37 ........ ......... . ..... 
38 ....... ........ ....... ..... .. ..... 

39 ...... ··-·· -·-·-
40 ........ ...... . ..... 
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RAW DATA 

TEACHER I S SCORES ON PHN SCALES STUDENTS' SCORES ON ESES VARIABLES 

Total Boys Girls 
Clai;;s ID 1.1 Sample Size 31 

S=lO C=lO P==25 24 26 
T=3 P=24 C==20 21 22 
1=6 M;=:21 A=:.24 23 25 
A=5 PP=20 23 20 
V=ll S=;=:23 23 23 

Class I;D 1.2 SampLe Size 32 

S=l7 C=33 P=27 26 26 
T=9 P=23 C=21 21 22 
1-27 M;=:48 A=25 24 24 
A=4 PP=21 20 24 
V=l5 A=24 23 24 

Class ID 2.1 Sample Size 24 

S=4 C=15 P=25 25 25 
T=2l P=59 C=23 23 24 
1=12 M;=:6 A=26 27 25 
A=22 PP=26 24 25 
V=9 S=26 24 26 

Class ID 2.2 Sample S;i.ze 29 

S=14 C=lO P=25 25 25 
T=22 P=65 C=24 24 22 
1=17 M=27 A=26 26 27 
A=12 PP=26 25 26 
V=17 S=26 26 25 

Class ID 2.3 Sample Size 28 

S=;;:16 C=9 P=24 24 24 
T=9 P=29 C=23 22 23 
1=8 :M=:20 A:=25 25 24 
A=z4 PP=25 25 25 
V=,29 8=25 26 25 

Class ID 2.4 Sa.mp le Size 27 

S=7 C=7 P=,24 23 25 
1'=20 P=47 C=23 22 23 
1=6 M=22 A=,24 24 23 
A=l4 PP=23 22 23 
V=l5 S=23 24 22 
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TEACHERS·' SQORES ON PHN SCALES STUDENTS' SCORES ON ESES VARIABiEs 

Total Boys Girls 

Class ID 2~5 Sample Size 27 

S=7 C=7 P=24 23 25 
T;:=20 P=47 C=23 22 23 
I=6 M==22 A=24 24 23 
A=l4 PP=23 22 23 
V=l5 S=23 24 22 

Class ID 2 .5 Sample Size 21 

S=l2 C=9 P=25 25 26 
T=O P=42 C=22 n 24 
I=9 M==22 A=24 23 25 
A=21 PP=26 25 25 
V=13 S=24 25 25 

Class IP 3.1 Sample Size 27 

S=l C=O P=23 23 22 
T=3 P=l9 C=24 24 24 
I=7 M;:;15 A=26 26 26 
A=lO PP=23 23 24 
V=15 S=24 22 23 

Class ID 3.2 Sample Size 31 

S=l3 C=20 P=24 24 25 
'f.=21 P=61 C=22 22 25 
I=7 M==;:56 A=27 27 26 
A=20 PP=24 24 24 
V=36 S=26 26 26 

Class ID 3~3 Sample Size 30 

fF.7 C=25 P=23 22 22 
T=99 P::;::10 C=24 24 24 
I::,:;ll M==50 A:=26 25 26 
A=5 PP=23 22 23 
V;::::25 S=:;25 23 25 

Class ID 3.4 Sample Size 29 

S=l6 C=14 P=25 25 26 
T=l5 P=48 C=23 22 24 
I=12 M==30 A=26 26 27 
Aii:=5 PP=24 26 23 
V=16 S=:;25 25 25 
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TEACHERS' SCORES ON PHN SCALE STUDENTS' SCORES ON ESES VARIABLES 

Total Boys Girls 

Class ID 3,5 SaIDJ?le Size 27 

8=30 C=l5 P=25 25 25 
1'=34 P=l26 C=23 24 23 
1=22 M=32 A=26 25 26 
A=40 PP=23 25 24 
V=l7 8=25 26 24 

Class ID 4.1 Satnf! le S:i,ze 27 

C=28 C=22 l'=24 23 24 
T=8 P=51 C=24 24 23 
I=3 M=43 A=24 25 25 
A=12 PJ?=26 25 23 
V=21 S=26 23 26 

Class J:D 4,2 Sample Size 28 ., 
C=6 C=20 P=23 23 24 
T=9 P=5 C=24 24 24 
1=13 M=;4 A=25 25 24 
A=3 PP=25 22 27 
V=l6 8=25 25 24 

Class I;D 4.3 Sample Size 36 

S=7 C=l3 P=23 24 23 
T=l P::;::8 C=23 26 23 
I=7 M=24 A=24 24 25 
A=9 PP=23 25 22 
V=ll S=26 24 26 

Class ID 4,4 Sample Size 48 

S=l6 C=5 P=22 23 23 
T=l3 P=26 C=21 21 23 
1=9 M::=21 A=24 22 25 . 
A=6 PP=21 22 23 
V=l6 S=22 22 23 

Class ID 4.5 Sample Size 34 

S=4 C=l2 P=24 24, 25 
1'=5 P=39 C=22 22 24 
I=l7 M=Ji A=25 24 25 
A=21 PP=21 n 23 
V=19 8=23 24 23 

Class ID 5,1 Sample S:i,ze 30 

S=29 C=10 P=23 23 22 
T=27 P=U5 C=23 23 24 
I=25 M=28 A=24 24 24 
A=34 PJ?=24 24 24 
V=l8 S=24 22 24 
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TEACttERS' SCORES ON PHN SCALE STUDENTS' SCORES ON ESES VARIABLES 

Tot;al Boys Girls 

Class ID 5.2 Sc!,mple Size 29 

S==:22 CF17 P=23 23 23 
T=20 P=58 C=22 22 23 
I=l2 M=;40 A=25 24 25 
A=4 PP=21 22 21 
V=23 S==:23 22 22 

Class ID 6 .1 Sample Si,ze 27 

S==:19 C=5 P=25 26 24 
1'=22 l?=62 C=24 24 23 
I=6 M=20 A=25 25 24 
A=l5 PP=25 23 23 
V=l5 S==:26 26 25 

Class ID 6.2 Sample Size 20 

S==:23 C=8 l?=26 24 26 
T=l6 P=30 C=24 24 26 
1=4 M=l4 A=26 25 27 
A=5 Pl?=2 l 20 24 
V=22 S==:2 5 24 25 

Class IP 7.1 Sample S:i.,ze 21 

S=l6 C=l7 P=25 24 24 
1'=18 P=67 C=21. 21 21 
I=l4 M=29 A=24 23 24 
A=l9 PP=22 21. 22 
V=l2 S==:2 5 24 24 

Class ID 8 .1 .sample Size 15 

S=8 G=5 P=26 24 24 
T=8 P=15 C=26 26 25 
I=3 M=O A=25 27 24 
A=2 PP=25 24 25 
V=5 S==:26 24 24 

Class ID 8.2 Sample Size 17 

C=l4 C=17 P=24 25 25 
T=l4 P=32 C=25 25 26 
!=6 M=47 A=21 21 24 
A=2 PP=22 24 21 
V=:30 S==:24 24 26 
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TEACHERS' SCORES ON PHN SCALE STUDENTS' SCORES O,N ESES VARLABLES 

Total Boxs Girls -
Class ID 9.1 Sample 

• CJ 

S;i.ze 23 

C=O C=lO P=24 25 25 
T=20 P=25 Q=24 26 24 
1=9 M=5 A=24 24 24 
A-=;;;14 PP=22 22 22 
V=5 S=:24 24 24 

Class ID 9.f Sample Size 32 

S=23 C=lO P=25 26 25 
T=4 1;>=40 C=23 23 24 
1=4 }1;:,6 A=;;:;:-24 25 24 
A-=;;;9 PP=22 22 22 
V=16 S=24 25 25 

Class ID 10 .1 Sample Si.ze 25 

S=24 ~ P=23 23 22 
T=l2 p:;:::;49 C=24 25 25 
1;=3 M=32 A=25 25 26 
A=lO PP=25 25 25 
V=26 S=25 26 24 

Class ID 10.2 Sample Size 26 

S=l4 C=7 P=23 23 23 
T=20 P=70 C=25 25 25 
1=13 M=3 A=25 25 24 
A=23 PP=21 2l 22 
V=4 S=23 22 22 

Class ID 10.3 Sample Size 19 

S=lO C=l7 P=22 21 23 
T=29 P=45 C=22 23 21 
1=2 M:;=;2 A=24 25 25 
A=8 PP=22 20 22 
V=l9 S=25 24 24 

Class ID 10,4 Si:1mple Size 33 

S=36 C=3 P=23 24 23 
T=25 P=123 C=24 24 25 
1=29 M=23 A::;=-:26 26 26 
A=33 PP=23 21 23 
V=26 S=25 24 25 
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TEACHERS' SCORES ON PHN SCALE STUDENTS I SCORES ON ESES VARIABLES 

Total .Boys Girls 

Class ID 11.1 Sample Size 34 

S=l7 C=4 P=24 24 24 
T=L7 P=70 C=25 23 28 
I::::;16 M=26 A=24 22 25 
A=20 PP=25 26 26 
V=22 S=26 25 26 

Class lD u.2 Sample Size 30 

S=2 C=l5 P=24 24 24 
T=6 P:;::8 C=24 25 23 
1=2 M=34 A=25 25 24 
A::::;14 PP=26 26 21 
V=l9 S=25 23 25 

Class ID 11.3 Sample S;i.z e 33 

S=l6 C=2 P=23 23 23 
T=O P=l5 C=24 24 23 
I=A M=O A=25 24 25 
A=5 PP=24 24 22 
V=2 S=25 2 ,5 26 

Class IO. u.4 Sample Size 30 

S=3 C=l4 P=24 24 25 
T=7 P=5 C=23 25 24 
I=Ll M=23 A=25 25 25 
A::::;2 PP=23 23 24 
V=9 S=25 25 25 

Class ID 12, 1 Sample Size 33 

S=l6 C=l8 P=25 23 25 
T=2 P=38 C=;:23 23 23 
1=26 M=29 A::::;25 25 24 
..!\.=26 PP::::;22 22 21 
V=ll S=25 24 23 

Class ID 12.2 Sample Size 30 

S=26 C=ll P=23 24 23 
T=32 P=l08 C=22 23 22 
1=26 M=18 A=25 25 23 
A=24 PP=22 21 23 
V=7 S=26 23 26 
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'l'EACHERS' SCORES ON PHN SCALE STUDENTS' SCORES ON ESES VARIABLES 

Total Boys .. Girls ____,_ 

Class ID 12.3 ,sample Size 26 

S=ll C=3 , ·'p::::;:22 20 23 
T=25 p::::;:57 C=22 22 23 
I=9 M=l4 A=25 24 25 
A=12 P=21 21 24 
V=l7 S=23 23 25 

Class ID 12. 4 Sample Size 23 

S=12 C=9 P=21 22 22 
T=4 p:;::13 C=21 24 21 
I=7 M=24 A=22 25 22 
A=2 PP=20 24 20 
V=l5 S=25 25 23 

Class ID 12. 5 Sample Size 28 

S=5 C=20 p::::;23 22 22 
T=l p::::;:7 C=21 21 20 
I=3 M=24 A=23 23 23 
A=2 PP=22 20 22 
V::r::4 S=21 21 22 

Class J;D 13 .1 Sample Size 26 

S=22 C=7 P=25 24 28 
T=20 P=61 C=24 25 24 
I=4 M=;:13 A=25 25 25 
A=l5 PP=24 24 27 
V=6 S=24 24 26 

Class ID 13.2 Sample Size 28 

S=ll C=19 P=25 25 25 
T=24 P=57 C=26 25 27 
I=9 M=30 A=25 25 24 
A=l3 PP=23 26 24 
V=ll S=26 26 26 

Class ID 13.3 Sample Size 21 

$=23 C=W P;:;:25 25 25 
T=5 P=l7 C;:;:2 5 24 27 
r=O M=28 A=25 24 25 
A=ll PP=26 25 26 
V=2 S=26 25 26 
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TEACHERS' SCORES ON PHN SCALE STUDENTS' SCORES ON ESES VAR!ABLES 

Total Boys Girls ..,............ 

Class ID 13 .4 S.;1mple Size 20 

S=4 C=l5 P=27 26 27 
T=9 P=27 C=23 21 23 
I=l M=30 A=24 24 24 
A=l3 PP=25 26 25 
V=l5 S=27 26 25 

Class ID 14.1 Sample S;i.ze 17 

S=l5 C=8 P=24 22 28 
T=20 P=76 C=21 21 25 
1=19 M=l6 A=25 26 23 
A=22 PP=21 21 23 
v~ S=25 24 26 

Class ID 14.2 Sample Size 32 

S=7 C=lO P=26 27 24 
T=5 P=31 C=23 24 22 
I=7 M=31 A=24 24 24 
A=l2 PP=23 24 23 
V=21 S=26 26 24 

Class ID 14.3 Simple Size 15 

S=14 C=O P=26 23 25 
T=l7 P=29 C=26 23 25 
I=l M=23 A=25 23 25 
A=3 PP=25 23 24 
V=23 S=25 21 26 
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